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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings: the Nanobio Revolution
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Fig. 40. Chemical Force Microscopy experiments to detect the different interactions arisen
between surfaces as a function of pH337. FA value is obtained from the retraction plot of Ax
vs. Az curves performed on the sample surface ands is represented as a grey line, a) At low
pH values, amine functionalized surfaces and tips are protonated (repulsive interaction, low
adhesion), while for pH >5, amine groups deprotonate and van der Waals and hydrophobic
interactions dominate, which results in an FA value increment, b) For -COOH
functionalized tips and surfaces, hydrogen bonding between tip and sample at pH<6 results
in high FA values, which decrease for higher pH values because of carboxylic acid groups
deprotonation. For both experiments, FA vs. pH curves can be used as classical titration
curves so as to calculate the pKa of the molecules.

while the liposomes become positive at higher / values. Having in mind that

COOH fimctionalized tips pKa is around 5345, it is clear that at neutral pH

conditions the acidic groups will be deprotonated , rendering a negatively charged

tip surface. As you may realize, the system carboxy-terminated tip and PC bilayer
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Probing Phospholipid Bilayers with an AFM

is extremely interesting so as to probe a vast array of electrostatic interactions, as

we can modulate the bilayer charge changing I value and the tip charge modifying

the pH conditions. According to I variations at neutral pH, the authors reported that

at high I values (positive bilayer), the approaching Ax vs. Az curve shows a clear

jump-to-contact, while for low / values (negative bilayer) the interaction is

repulsive.

When the pH value is modified, the PC headgroup phosphate moiety can be

protonated/deprotonated and the tip charge can be reversed. Then, from pH 10.7 to

5.0, the authors obtain a repulsive interaction in the approaching Ax vs. Az curves,

interpreted as an electrostatic repulsion arisen by the negatively charged tip and

bilayer surfaces. Reducing the pH to 4.0 results in almost no-interaction, as the

sample keeps on being negatively charged because of the carboxylic acid

protonation. At pH 3-4, there is an acute jump-to-contact, which is interpreted by

the authors as the tip being slightly positively charged while the sample is still

negative. Around pH 3, the bilayer is neutral while the tip is slightly positive, so the

interaction reduces again. Garcia-Manyes et al. also studied the adhesive region,

finding that there is a sharp F'A increase around pH 3-4, corroborating the results

obtained in the Ax vs. Az approaching curves analysis.

5.3.3 Temperature. Phase transition

5.3.3.1 Phase transition. From micro- to nano-

Phospholipid bilayers undergo important structural changes depending on

several factors as / or pH but perhaps temperature is the one that alters more

dramatically the functionality and morphology of phospholipid bilayers and,

consequently, cellular membranes346"348. Several different phases have been

detected, being the gel (Lp) and liquid-crystalline phases (£a) the most studied as

they are involved in the phospholipid bilayer main transition event349. This

transition is extremely important in terms of biological relevance, as it is believed

that most membranes remain in the La phase because of its fluidity and balanced
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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings: the Nanobio Revolution

mechanical properties350'351. As you may expect, acquiring a complete

understanding about the changes membranes undergo as phase transitions take

place is one of the cornerstones of biophysics and one of the main objectives of this

thesis.

The classical way to study phase transitions is by means of Differential

Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements, which provide excess specific heat vs.

temperature graphs were the transition events are observed as sharp heat increments

at TM
352. It is important to note that these measurements are performed in solution,

so the phospholipids are in the form of liposomes and not SPBs. In the case of PCs,

Chernik353 released a comprehensive review about the topic but, because it is more

in line with the goals of this thesis, I would like to comment on the work of

Sturtevant et al.354, who studied the TM dependence with NaCl and CaCl2

concentration. By now, I would like you to have a clear idea of the effect of

electrolytes in bilayers: they create ionic nets and improve the molecular packing,

increasing the mechanical resistance of the whole structure. Then, Sturtevant et al.

experimentally proved that the presence of NaCl or CaCl2 shifts TM to higher

values, specifically from 24°C in pure water to 26.5°C at 5M NaCl and up to 49°C

(!) at 2M CaCl2. Nevertheless, it was Yang et al.355 who took the DSC

measurements a step further into the nanoworld with a really original work; in

order to explore the transition of SPBs, they incubated microscopic mica chips with

DPPC liposomes and introduced the so-formed SPBs in the DSC chamber in an

aqueous solution. Surprisingly, they do not observed only 1 transition, but 3 of

them. To begin with, they identified the TM of DPPC liposomes (40.4°C) and

hypothesized that the other two, which occurred at higher temperatures,

corresponded with the melting of the individual phospholipid leaflets that form the

SPB (Fig. 41). Assuming a weak interaction between leaflets356"358 and that they are

not surrounded by the same environment, they proposed that the low temperature

transition corresponded with the outer leaflet (the one in contact with the solution),

while the high temperature transition corresponded to the leaflet in contact with the
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Probing PhosphoHpid Bilayers with an AFM

substrate, stabilized by the interaction with mica. It was time for the AFM to unveil

the mystery.

first
transition

f
oooooo

second
transition

oooono

Fig. 41. 2 different proposed models to explain the two individual and consecutive
transitions that are observed during the main transition event for PC phospholipids. a), b)
and c) Yang et al.355 model, a) The bilayer is entirely hi the Lp phase, b) The outer
monolayer melts into the La phase while the inner monolayer (in contact with the substrate
and therefore stabilized) remains in the Lp phase, c) Both leaflets are in the La phase, d), e)
and f) Leonenko et al. model359, d) Bilayer in the Lp phase. Bilayer entirely in the La phase.
Bilayer entirely in a liquid disordered phase. Both models explain the bilayer thickness
decrease observed in the topographic AFM images as main phase transition takes place.

5.3.3.2 Variable temperature AFM. In-situ transition imaging is

possible.

The first application of Variable Temperature AFM360'361 to the study of

phase transitions was performed by Giocondi et al.362 in 2001, so you can imagine

that the technique is still in the development stage. They imaged 1,2-distearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC) and DMPC mixtures from room temperature up

to 41°C so as to detect the transition from Lß to (Lß + La) phases as predicted by

phase diagrams363'364. They were able to observe that for increasing temperatures

below TM, the bilayer defects (in the form of holes) closed rendering a flat and

uniform surface while for temperatures higher than TM, a lower phase that covered
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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings: the Nanobio Revolution

a surface area that increased with temperature appeared in the image. In fact, it was

the first in-situ observation of a phase transition and the authors were able to

compare macroscopic thermodynamic values and Monte Carlo simulations with the

real thing. There were noticeable differences, as expected, although no prove was

obtained of the two transitions proposed by Yang et al.355 in their DSC experiments.

Tokumasu et al.365 studied the transition of pure DMPC, finding that between 23°C

and 27°C the DMPC bilayers reduce their thickness from 4.3 to 3.4 nm, which was

in close agreement with previous X-ray measurements that reported similar

thickness values for Lß and La DPPC phases. Besides, the transition process was

proved to be reversible and it was observed that the La phase molecular area is

higher than that of the Lß phase (the bilayer holes observed in the Lß phase closed

when the bilayer was heated up to the La phase), which explains the thickness

reduction observed in AFM topographic images. Scantier et al.366 studied the

DMPC and DPPC transitions observing similar results but introducing some

interesting concepts; they claimed that the total sample thickness (5-6 nm) was not

only due to the bilayer but also to a thin water film deposited between the bilayer

and the mica (Fig. 32d), which must be taken into account because it modifies the

fluidity of the SPBs and, consequently, their mechanical properties367. They also

reported that the effect of the substrate is responsible for the TM shifting to slightly

lower temperatures368'369 and that it also provokes a TM range broadening. As the

thoughtful reader will note, the two transitions observed in the DLC experiments

should had to be detected in the in-situ imaging experiments but, so far, only one

had been observed. The mystery was solved by Leonenko et al.359, who imaged two

transitions while studying DPPC bilayers supported on mica, noting that the two

events extended over broad temperature ranges (42°-52°C and 53°-60°C) and were

reversible. The whole transition process was observed as follows: 1) Coexistence of

Lß phase with another lower phase (La ). 2) Disappearance of the Lß phase. 3)

Coexistence of the La and La phases. 4) Homogeneous La phase. They explained

the broadening of the phase transition ranges as an effect of the mica support,

which reduces the cooperativeness of the transition. This explanation makes sense

with the SPBs transition being at higher temperatures than for liposomes (41°C370)
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Probing Phospholipid Bilayers with an AFM

but is in clear contradiction with the results presented by Scantier366. Interestingly,

Leonenko proposed that the first observed transition corresponds with the main Lß

to La transition and the second, with the formation of a fluid-disordered phase

where the hydrocarbon phospholipid chains are interdigitated (this phase forms the

thinnest bilayers) as depicted in Fig. 41. Concerning the nanomechanics of these

bilayers, Leonenko observed that FA on Ax vs. Az curves performed on the Lß phase

is smaller and less reproducible than that obtained on fluid phases (La or La). They

suggested that the number of phospholipid molecules that interact with the tip in a

fluid phase is higher than in a solid phase, which explains the FA difference, and

that the higher mobility of the fluid phase increases the membrane homogeneity,

with the consequent FA reproducibility increment. Besides, they compared their FA

values with the energy to remove a single phospholipid molecule from a bilayer

(around 100 pN371'372), concluding that the each Ax vs. Az curve retraction process

involves molecular patches with more than three phospholipid molecules373.

Charrier et al.374 Performed similar experiments on DMPC, observing the

three phases present in the main phase transition, which for SPBs is a double

process (there was no doubt by then). They refined the measurements and observed

that it was possible to finely control the bilayer structure playing with temperature

and that the three observed phases were stable. In order to explain the nature of the

double main transition, they proposed that the two phospholipid leaflets underwent

separate transitions from the Lß to the La phase, as it had been proposed by Yang355.

Besides, they observed that the transitions were shifted to higher temperatures for

SPBs respect to liposomes in solution and explained the fact in terms, not only of

the stabilization due to the substrate presence but also of the different bilayer

surface tension according to the structure shape (spherical in the case of liposomes

and planar in the case of SPBs). They proposed a model in the framework of the

van't Hoff theory375'376 to explain both the transition shifting and the transition

temperature range broadening in the case of SPBs. Similar results were reported by

Keller et al.377, who observed that the inner monolayer transition temperature range

is much narrower than that of the outer monolayer and that the two processes do
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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings: the Nanobio Revolution

not overlap, that is, the outer leaflet melts in first place and when it is in the La

phase, the process begins in the inner leaflet. According to these results they

proposed that the melting of the outer leaflet is a prerequisite for the inner

monolayer to melt, as it is stabilized by the electrostatic interactions between the

PC polar heads and the mica surface and the consequent polar moieties dehydration

state. Besides, the outer monolayer, which is not affected by the mica surface, has a

similar transition enthalpy to that measured for free standing liposomes377.

Despite all the work done, there are still some questions that need to be

answered. To begin with, two different mechanisms have been proposed until now

in order to explain the two consecutive transitions observed in the main transition

process. Despite all the theoretical work and hypothesis, there is still no evidence

about which is the correct one (if any!). In this sense we performed some

experiments with DPPC monolayers that we believe shed some light on this

question and that can be found in the experimental section. Besides, there is no a

clear idea about which is the phase transition mechanism. How does the bilayer

melt? Do they begin the phase transition in the defects or perhaps in the grain

boundaries? Again, some answers can be found in the experimental section.
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5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.4.1 Effect of Ion-Binding and Chemical Phospholipid

Structure on the Nanomechanics of Lipid Bilayers Studied

by Force Spectroscopy

S. Garcia-Manyes, G. Oncins, F. Sanz

Department of Physical Chemistry, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

BiophysicalJournal89, (2005), 1812-1826

5.4.1.1 Summary

This work deals with the effect that cations play in the stability of

phospholipid bilayers. The effect of ions in the polar moieties of these molecules

had been observed in the past by means of z-potential and DSC measurements but

there was no evidence of the effect of ions on supported bilayers. In this sense, this

work presents Force Spectroscopy measurements on different phospholipid bilayers

both in Lß and La phases. The obtained Fy values are considered as nanomechanical

fingerprints of the tested bilayers due to the sensitivity of this mechanical figure of

merit to the nanostructure of the samples.

The obtained results can be summarized as follows:

• The phospholipid SPBs break under the exertion of a certain Fv and the total

Pd during the penetration event corresponds with the bilayer thickness.

• ... \ : 1)1 !i \KC!'!.() '•
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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings. Experimental results

• The shape of the Fv vs. P¿ curves can be explained as a function of the

DLVO interactions between tip and sample and the mechanical properties of the

bilayer. Besides, the mechanical model developed by some of the authors of this

work in a previous paper proves to be suitable to explain the contact mechanics

between the bilayer and the tip.

• The Fv value increases with the NaCl concentration for a certain bilayer.

This can be explained considering that ions increase the compactness of the

bilayer by creating an ionic network with the polar heads and promoting the van

der Waals interactions between the phospholipid hydrocarbon chains.
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Effect of Ion-Binding and Chemical Phospholipid Structure on the
Nanomechanics of Lipid Bilayers Studied by Force Spectroscopy

Sergi Garcia-Manyes, Gerard Oncms, and Fausto Sanz
Department of Physical Chemistry, Universität de Barcelona, Barcelona Spam

ABSTRACT The nanomechanical response of supported lipid bilayers has been studied by force spectroscopy with atomic
force microscopy We have experimentally proved that the amount of ions present in the measunng system has a strong effect
on the force needed to puncture a 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero 3 phosphocholine bilayer with an atomic force microscope tip, thus
highlighting the role that monovalent cations (so far underestimated, eg Na4 ) play upon membrane stability The increase in
the yield threshold force has been related to the increase in lateral interactions (higher phospholipid-phospholipid interaction,
decrease in area per lipid) promoted by ions bound into the membrane The same tendency has also been observed for other
phosphatidylcholme bilayers, namely, 2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholme, 1 2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine,
and 1,2 dioleoyl-sn-3 phosphocholine and also for phosphatidylethanolamme bilayers such as 1 -palmitoyl 2 oleoyl sn-3-
phosphoethanolamme Finally this effect has been also tested on a natural lipid bilayer (Eschenchia coli lipid extract), showing
the same overall tendency The kinetics of the process has also been studied, together with the role of water upon membrane
stability and its effect on membrane nanomechanics Finally, the effect of the chemical structure of the phospholipid molecule
on the nanomechanical response of the membrane has also been discussed

INTRODUCTION

The physical and chemical properties of biological mem
branes are crucial to understanding membrane funuions The
mam biological role of bilayers is to provide a bamer lhal
divides electrolytic solutions into different compartments
Therefore the effect of electrolytic solutions on membranes
is of great importance and has generated wide research (1)
Besides, ion binding affects the stability ot proteins and their
process of binding to membranes (2), and H is also mainly
responsible for lipid vesicle fusion (3,4)

From an experimental point of view, many works,
especially in the 1980s, have dealt with the quantification
ol membrane surface potential through the electrophoretic
mobility of lipid membranes under solutions with difieren!
ionic strength, allowing the calculation of the ( potential
value (5,6) More recently, contributions regarding infrared
(2) and fluorescent techniques have also helped to shed light
on this issue Finally, recent molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations have allowed us to understand the underlying
processes from an atomistic point ol view and have helped us
to study the role lhal cations play upon membrane structure
and stability (7-9) Between the experimental macroscopic
techniques and the theoretical atomistic approaches to this
issue, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has proved to be
a powerful technique that has allowed imaging of surlaces
with subnanometnc resolution This technique has helped us
to understand how supported planar lipid bilayers (SPBs)
assemble and what the interaction forces are that act between
vesicle and substrate surfaces and also between membrane
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surfaces, which is fundamental to efforts in chemistry,
structural biology, and biophysics (10,11)

SPBs have been used as model membranes to study cell-
cell recognition m the immune system, adhesion of cells,
phospholipid diffusion, protein binding to lipid ligands, and
membrane insertion of proteins (12,13) By imaging lipid
bilayers in aqueous media with AFM, both molecular
structure and morphological aspects have been demonstrated
(14-17) Besides, the force spcclroscopy mode allows us to
obtain valuable experimental information about the mechan-
ics of the systems with nanometnc and nanonewton re-
solution In recent years, force spectroscopy has been applied
to the study of nanomechanical properties of different
systems including nanoindenlmg hard surfaces (18,19) or
cells (20), studying the solvalton forces near the surfaces
(21,22), dealing with the interactions of chemically func-
tionalized probes and surfaces (so called chemical force
microscopy) (23,24), or unfolding protein molecules (2^,26)
Thanks to these force measurements, valuable information
can be obtained regarding phospholipid interaction force'
such as those generated by either Derjagum Landau Verwey
Overbeek (DLVO) forces, hydration forces, or stenc force:
(27) Recent contributions have dealt with membrane nano-
mechanics using lorce speclroscopy, especially regarding
measurement of the elastic/plastic behavior of the bilayer a'
a function of its composition, or the interaction with chem-
ically modified probes (16,27,28)

Concerning the force curves on lipid bilayers, some
authors have described jumps on the approaching curve, this
breakthrough being interpreted as the penetration of the
AFM lip through the lipid bilayer (29) The force at which
this jump in the force plot occurs is the maximum force the
bilayer is able to withstand before breaking Therefore,

doi 10 1529/biophysj 105 064010
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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings, Experimental results

Nanomechanics of Lipid Bilayers

a quantitative measuremenl of the force at which ihe jump
occurs can shed light on basic information concerning
cell membrane nanomechanics as well as interaction forces
between neighboring lipid molecules in the membrane. Some
of the factors (variables) involved in membrane stability can
be assessed through this jump in the force plot thanks to those
force spcclroscopy measurements. Likewise, the force al
which this jump occurs can be regarded as a "fingerprint" of
the bilayer stability under the experimental conditions in
which the measurement is performed, just as force is the
fingerprint for a protein to unfold or for a hard material
surface to be indented. Controlling the involved variables can
result in a better understanding of the regulating processes
that nature can use to govern cell membrane interactions.

So far, Ihe main reported variables for breakthrough de-
pendence are 1 ), temperature (phase); 2), tip chemistry and
phospholipid chemistry; and 3). tip approaching velocity.
Concerning temperature, although there is much debate
about whether the jump can be observed in both the gel and
liquid phases or only in the gel phase, little is known ex-
perimentally about this dependence except for a report in
a recent publication (30) in which it is posited that the
breakthrough force decreases as the temperature increases.
Regarding tip chemistry and phospholipid chemistry, it has
been demonstrated that although hydrophilic tips yield a high
material-dependent breakthrough force, hydrophobic tips
give rise to a breakthrough force near the contact force (28).
Finally, the greater the tip approaching velocity, the higher
the force al which Ihe jump will occur (31,32). However, even
though those parameters are now being studied, there are two
fundamental issues that have not yet been elucidated: 1),
the effect of phospholipid chemical structure; and 2), the
effect of the ionic strength of the measuring media on the
yield threshold value. Regarding the former, a first approach
has been reported (27,28), but there are still some questions
lacking answers: Is the polar head in the phospholipid
molecule the element mainly responsible for the bilayer
nanomechanics or does the hydrophobic tail also play an
important role? And further, does the degree of insaturation
also play a role in the compactness of the bilayer?

Concerning the issue of ionic strength, we know that
electrostatic interactions govern structural and dynamical
properties of many biological systems (33,34). In the case of
phospholipid bilayers, the role of monovalent ions (e.g.,
Na ) seems to have been so far underestimated, as theo-
retical simulations seem to predict. Indeed, MD simulations
(9,35) suggest a strong interaction between sodium and
calcium ions and the carbonyl oxygens of the lipids, which
thus forms tight ion-lipid complexes, giving rise to a higher
degree of membrane organization. Likewise, the lateral
interaction between the phospholipid molecules increases,
with the overall result of a more efficient packing (reduction
of Ihe area per lipid value) of the phospholipid structure.
Since natural lipid membranes are composed of different
phospholipid molecules in a wide range of concentrations, it

1813

is always diflicult to assess the contribution of every type of
phospholipid to the total nanomechanical response of the
system. The role of ionic strength can be tested on all phos-
pholipid systems, even though for ihe sake of simplicity, and
to start with, we first dealt with model lipid membranes such
as l,2-dimyristoyl-«i-gIycero-3-phosphatidyIchoIine(DMPC),
l,2-dilauroyl-.v»-glycero-3-phosphochoMne (DLPC), and
l,2-dipalmiloyl-.wi-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) de-
posited on mica. Later on, the study was extended to a
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) bilayer, and finally, the nano-
mechanical response of a natural lipid bilayer (Escherichia
i olí lipid extract) was studied.

The goal of this study is mainly to demonstrate an ex-
perimental, quantitative force spectroscopy detailed ap-
proach to understanding the nanomechanics of lipid bilayers
and the forces involved in membrane deformation and failure
in aqueous environment, especially dealing with the role of
ionic strength on the nanomechanical response of the mem-
brane. The discussion and interpretation of the results will be
made in the framework of available data obtained through
both theoretical calculations and experiments to correlate the
changes in mechanical response of the system with the
structural changes induced in the membrane upon ¡on bind-
ing considered from an atomic point of view. Additionally,
we aim to perform a first approach to relate the chemical com-
position of the phospholipid molecule with its mechanical
response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

DMPC (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) (>98%) was dissolved in chloroform/
cthanol (11) (Carlo Erha, Milan, Italy, analysis grade 99 9'/c) to give a final
DMPC concentration of 2 mM This dissolution was kept at -10°C A 500-
fd aliquot was poured in a glass vial and the solvent was evaporated with
a nitrogen flow, obtaining a DMPC film at Ihe bottom of the vial. The
solution was kept in a vacuum overnight to ensure the absence of organic
solvent traces. Then, aqueous buffered solution ai the correct ionic strength
was added to achieve a final DMPC concentration of 500 /¿M containing
0 mM NaCI. 50 mM NaCI, 75 mM NaCI, 100 mM NaCI, and 150 mM NaCI
+ 20 mM MgCl?, respectively All solutions used in this work were set at
pH 7.4 with 10 mM Hcpcs/NaOH. Because of the low solubility of DMPC in
water, the vjal was subjected to 30-s cycles ol vortcxmg, temperature, and
somcation until a homogeneous mixture was obtained The solution was
finally sonicated lor 20 mm (to have untlamcllar liposomes) and allowed lo
settle overnight, always protected trom light and maintained at 4°C. Betöre
use, mica surfaces (Metafix, Madrid, Spam) were glued onto teflon discs
wHh a w afer insoluble mounting wax. Fitiy micro! Hers of DMPC dissolution
at the specific NaCI concentration was applied to cover a 0.5 cm2 freshly
cleaved piece oí mica for a deposition lime oí 35 mm. Afler thai, the mica
was rinsed three time1, with 100 ¿il of the corresponding ionic aqueous
solution The piocess oí vesicle formation and deposition for the rest of the
phosphohpid bilayers used m this work (DLPC, DPPC, I-palmitoyl-2-
oleovl-jn-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE), and l,2-dioleovl-s/)-3-phospho-
cholme (DOPC), all from Sigma, >98<7c) is the same as that described for
DMPC In the case of DPPC, however, the temperature cycles for
resuspension were -set (o —50"C due to the higher Tm for this phosphohpid.
£ ¡ah lipid extract (nominally 67% pliosphatidylelhaiiolaiiiine, 2329e
phosphatidylglycerol, and 9 8% cardiohpin), was purchased from Avanti

Biophysical Journal 89(3) 1812-1826
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Polar Lipids (Alabister AL) Basically the pol ir lipid extract is the total
lipid extnel preupil ued wi th acetone and then extracted with dielhyl ether
06) The process for vesicle formation is also the same as the one described
tor DM PC

^-Potential measurements

£ Potential measurements were performed with a Zetoniaster Panicle
Elcctrophorcsis Analyser through \vhich the vclocit> ot the particles can
be measured with a light scattering technique b> using the Dopplcr clfcct
thinks to i pu r of mutu illy coherent hser be uns (5 mW He Ne Iiser at
611 nm) Zetamaster me isures the autocorrelation function of the scattered
light and after the signal processing it obtains the electrophoretic mobility
and finally through the Hcnrj equation the ¿^-potential

AFM imaging

AFM images were acquired with a Dimension 1100 (Digital Instruments
Santa Barbira CA) microscope controlled by a Nanoscopc IV controller
(Digital Instruments) in contact mode using V sh ipcd ShN4 cantilever tips
(OMCL TR400PSA Olvmpus Tokyo Jipui) The applied force was con
trolled by acquiring forte plots before and afkrever> im ige was captured to
measure the distance from the set point value

Force spectroscopy

Force spectroscopy was performed with a Moleeular Porte Probel D
(Asylum Research Santa Barbira CA) force plots were acquired using
V shaped ShN4 tips (OMCL TR400PSA Olympus) with a nominal spring
const tut of 0 08 N/in Individml spring constants were c ihbrated using the
equip trillion theorem (therm il noise )(17) after having correctly me isured
the pic¿o sensitiv it) (V/nm) by measuring u at high voltages after several
minutes of performing force plots to avoid hysteresis It should be pointed
out that the results shown here for DMPC bil i>ers were obtained with the
same cantilever keeping the spot laser at the sime position on the lever to
avoid changes in the spring constant calculation 08) However results have
low scattering when using different tips and different samples —1300
curves over more than 1 ^ positions were obtained lor each sample All force
spectroscopy and AFM im iges were obtained at 20 ± 0 ^"C, which is below
the m un pluse transition temper iture (7"m) of DMPC (21 5°C) Besides we
have to consider here lhat /m for supported bilayers shifts to a higher tern
pcraturc than observed in solution (39) Therefore, we arc indenting the gel
phase tor DMPC supported hil lycrs Applied forces F ire given bv F — XL X
A where A is the c mtilever deflection The surf ice deform mon is given as
penetration (5) evaluated as 5 : - A where r represents the pie¿o scanner
displacement

Chemically modified AFM probe preparation

Commerci ul\ available gold coiled cantilevers (OMCL TR400PB Olym
pus) with nominal spnng constant of Ac — O 09N/m w ere c leaned and placed
into a 10 m\i 16 mcrcaptohcxadcconoic acid (Sigma) isopropanol solution
and kept at 4°C overnight Before use tips were rinsed w ith isopropanol and
distilled w Her Sonic uion was bnefi) applied to remove thiol iggregates
lluí might be adsorbed The quality of the self assembled monolavers was
confirmed usine contact ancle measurements

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DMPC model membrane

A drsl expenmenlal approach lo study ion adsorption on the
membrane is the measurement of the liposome mobility in an
electrophoretic field and likewise measuring the f-potential
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Although the f-potential does not directly yield the surface
charge, but the charge at the point where the Stern layer and
the diffuse layer meet (shear plane), it is considered to yield
a significant approximation ol the surface potential Fig
shows the evolution of the f-potential value of a DMPC
umlamellar liposome solution as the ionic strength of the
solution is increased All concentrations refer only to NaCl
addition, except for the last point in the graph, in which 20
mM MgCl2 have been added to a 150-mM NaCl solution to
mimic physiological concentrations As the ionic strength
increases, the net f-potential value increases, reflecting that
indeed positive cations may adsorb on the surface of the
polar head of the phospholipid molecule It is widely ac-
cepted that most natural membranes are negatively charged
because of the presence of variable quantities of negatively
charged phospholipids, yielding surface charges on the order
of —0 05 C/m2 (1) However, in this case, we have lo lake
into account that even though phosphatidylcholme (PC)
heads are zwittenonic and thus theoretically globally un
charged at neutral pH, it gives rise to a negative f-potential
value (—12 0 ± 1 6 mV) m mQ water This has been m
terpreted in terms of hydration layers formed around ihe
surface (40) and lo ihe onenlation ol lipid headgroups (6)

The process ol vesicle fusion to flat bilayer is assumed to
be electrostatically governed, and it is assumed that surface
free energy plays a key role (41) Freshly cleaved mica is
negatively charged upon a wide range of ionic strength (40)
so that according to Fig 1 the higher the ionic strength, the
higher and the faster will be the adhesion of DMPC lipo-
somes to the mica surface This process will be especially
favored al high ionic strength, where the surlace £ polenlia
is positive (6 86 ± 2 1 mV) The probable divalent catior
preference for membrane binding may also help to reverse
the obtained net f-potential value (from negative to positive
values) Fig 2 shows AFM contact mode images of DMPC

10-

[NaCI][mM] ^

riGURC 1 f Polenli il values of the DMPC liposomes versus
strength of the measuring solution Every point in the graph is the average o
15 independent measurements Error bars represent standard deviation
values
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FIGURE 2 AF-M «>¡>ta« mock ¡masi's <* x '
lita •• <>•• DMPC hiluyers in ¡ui it IM i lied v, arr, iM

II» niM NaCI solution. ami t,ï AFM «'¡«set
mixíí.' imj£i"< ( 7 / 7 ¿HIM of" DMPC b:Ui>!:fi in
15(1 in.M N;iC! •'!• 20 inM MgCi.?. All solutions

svcr? híiftcríxí ro pH 7.4 with Hi mM Hc'pev
NaOI-i, « / i Ou« scxtfitti ¡will? of Ihc inatkcd
.jrra in ( . ASÍ itm£t>\ A..ÏÍY l;ïketi .ïíii?r >5 nut; 01

Distance liimj

Mayers as the ionic strength of Ihc surface is increased, .show-
ing thai the degree of surface coverage is strongly dependent
on the amount o) ions pa-sent in the system, Fig. 2 n shows
3 5 s - S-fatf contact mode image of DMPC bilaver in
distilled wafer, Fig. 2 h shows the image m 50 mM NaCI, and
Fig. 2 c shows a 7.5 x 7,5 --/unr image of DMPC in 150 mM
Nad ~ 20 m M MgCIn 10. t-'ig. 2 <• / shows a eross section
of i he marked area in Fig. 2 i' in which, thanks io the surface
defects, the bitayer height can be measured at -4.5 nm.

A writttdf 500-juM DMPC solutions in Millipore water with
different ionic slrengflis <0 mM, 50 ¡riM, 75 mM, and 100 triM
NaCI or 150 mM N.iCI ~ 20 mM MgC'l3, ail with 10 mM
Hepes, pH 7.4> were deposited onto a freshiy cleaved mien sur-
face and mounted on a Molecular Force Probe I-D liquid cell.

Force curves (Fig. 3) exhibit a breakthrough feature ¡h/ticl,
íHíVíH.v) in the Approaching curve corresponding io the
penetration of the bitayer by the tip apex and indicating that
the tipid bilayer is not able to withstand the force exerted by
the lip. Concerning (he retracting curve we observe an
adhesion pc;ik. which corresponds to the adhesion between
the silletín nifntie tip and the surface. The widih of tire jump
(~4.5 nm) corresponds to the height of the bilayer ¡ctoss
section in Fig. 2 c . / ). In Tig. 3 u, the breakthrough force (also
colled yield threshold) occurs at --IS nN. This curve has
been taken in a solution of 150 mM NaCI f 20 mM MgCI2.
In Fig. 3 b. the force plot was taken on A OMK' biiayer in
distilled water and the yield threshold is found at —2.2 nN,
which is -7 told lower.

Fig. 4 shows the histograms of the yield threshold force
values ranging from 2.7<S r 0 II nN in pure water to Î 4.93 ±
0.09 nN in buffered high ionic strength solution. Those
histograms have been obtained taking only fhe successful
indentation recordings (we cal! a successful recording the one
thai presents a breakthrough in the force plot) As we have
already clearly seen in Fig. 2. the higher ihe ionic strength, the
higher Ihe degree of coverage of the surface. 'Thus, the
probability of a successful recording is higher its we increase
the ionic strength of the solution. In the cases in which the
biiayer presents uncovered regions (e.g.. Fig. 2. a and b),
»hen an unsuccessful force plot occurs it means thai we are
attempting on an "empty" area, and we normally observe a
íypicaí silicon nitride-bare mica force plot. All histograms
heie shown belong to the saine sample. However, maximum
variations of 15-20'ï» have been found between hisfograms in
different experiments (e.g., different sample, different t ip) .

In Fig. 5, a graph showing Ihe yield threshold force versu-.
the different ionic sfrenglhs is shown. Hvery point in the
graph corresponds to the Gaussian center of the Gaussian fit
to the data of the histograms shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, the
increa.se in ionic strength gives rise to MI increase in the force
required to puncture the biiayer. This dependence gives rise
fo a linear relationship between force and ionic strength
(slope -70 pN/mM). (To obtain this linear fit, the last point
in the graph has been suppoxed as a first approximation to
be 210 mM to account fot the double charged Mg' ' effect.)
Here we must point out that all experiments have been

BiophysicaUournai 89(3) 1812-1826
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Z piezc dîsstecerosftt jnm¡

HGURfc » tvOH<' v^'t^u*. „-pir/íí i1t*plA-etnefU píoí l'oi « Í'JMK bilavt-i su
W) 150 m M NaO i 20 mM M(sC'l.- und (/i) Aüilkd »aíi-t. Yidd threshold
is tlt-noU\i f)v haatk amm.s ,il - • f * rlN ííJi jfiui -2 . Î nN t/ 'f . The W iiiíh oí lix'
turop, 4.5 ntn, cotre«potkls wcB wiih ihe bilaycr height mrasured uwng
^uüiïut íiuxír A{:M

f)crfornie<1 al the same indenting velocity {400 rmVst so that
the smalt effect of velocity on the l·ieakthiough force would
not impact the results.

ll is important to point out that in a few cases a double
jump in the force plots ha\ been observed iFig. 6). This
double jump h;ts been interpreted (42) as a second lipid
bilayer that ha,1- hec n foniied on the tip. Interestingly, we
have only observed double jumps under high ionic •-Irength
conditions ( - 10f>i of the towl force plots under 1(X) m M
NaCl and - 15',ï of the total force plots under 150 mM NaCl
f 20 mM MgCI; buffered solution): they have never been
observed under lower ionic strength concentrations. Due to
the slightly negative!) charged silicon nitride surface
( --0.03D C/m: at pH 7.0) (4?X bilayer deposition onto the
tip may he favored at high ionic strength in a process parallel
to that observed for mica. Another experimental issue
supporting this fact is that this second jump has never been
observed when carboxyl chemically iunctionali/ed tips »ere
used, even in ihe presence of high sal! concentration, high-
iighting again the role of surface free energy upon bilayer

Biophysical journal 89(3) 1812-1826
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Yield threshold ¡r>N j
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Yieid threshold (nNj

HUl'Kfc 4 H^logrumí. ^iwfv^iXífHÍins: u» Uie vtcftí Ihre^hnki íVnv.e vulutr
for DMPí!' bitíiv^rs uniícr dif ícA'íit úm.ic campanlians: ú i t t t m M N.KX l :::

^.76 ' n . H ü N i V 3%>;(¿>>^ii)MNaCI..> WU ••: O.ÍU nNí-V 5<JS);
(r) | fJOmMNdCI, . r ? 98 í O l ?nNcV IÍ72'-. .«i.¡<rf> )S
a> in.M MS<'!;.. .1 !^ 'H ' O Oí si\ i,.V 427,.. Alt lluïts tiwr
.i ( tiiii.s-iííin Etuiäur ííi íbe dítt¡¡ shostií tu litt; bistogram. Resutí.s ¡»v

deposition. Tliesc results are in agreement with those observed
by Pera et ai, (42) and Fratv ei a!. (29\. %vhich correlated the
presence of the second jump with salt concentration. The
force plot recordings »'here tsvo jumps have been observed
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have not been taken into account for data statistics. (Figs, 4
ami 5).

To understand the nature of the Midden breokthtough
(jump in the f oree plot), we h<i\e to take into account the
interactions that arise between phospholipid molecules.
Apart from Hydrophobie interactions between neighboring
Ltils. the K head contains groups [hat are negatively charged
(the oxygen ol the phosphate group) and positively charged
(ihe quaternary amin« in the choiine moietyK Two major
classes of short-distance interactions occur between the
K beadgroups. One is the formation of water cross-bridges
between negatively charged groups in which a svater mol-
ecule i< simultaneously hydmeen-bonded to two PC mol-
ecules. Each DMPC molecule is biidcecl on average to 4 5

400 200

Z pïeas díSptecamgïï! [PTI}

FlGt 'Rf, ft force rtíoi oîï a DMPC hptií b-tiver under h¡£Í! lonu \m*n^íh
cuiitlni>x» Us" niM N¿C"! •> ^0 inM M.íU»; siítíio ¡i Mi.uHtl jiimp «i HK
fori*í pKít t\c»rs, proKähty din' lo a scíoj\t í;^di r-j!í>\í%r <í?rsí,i!ítt (>n
llw iilia« i-nitiL- Al->t »p <!)>¡.-x 'Itiís «cnrai b l,i)C( ITIMV tv sl.ibih/«! by

00 of xjlí.
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water molecule« (44). The second elass involves charge
associations (charge pairs) formed when the oppositely
ehaigetl groups aiv loesitei.! within 4 A of one other. Recent
Ml) simulations (4s)) found that 98<i of DMPC,' molecules
are linked via svater bridges and/or choline-phosphate and/or
cholme-carbonyl chaise pairs to form long-lived clusters
giving tise to a huge neUvoik of inleiactions ïn partícula),
90C5 of all l'C molecules UK linked lo each other through
s-ueh charee pairs, 'fhis result suggests that headaroup-
headgroup interaction« greatly contribute to the s(abilit> of
Ihe membrane and that electrostatic interactions play a key
role in membrane stability even though PC is a ¿wiuenonie
species .11 neutral pH. This electrostatic nature is in good
agreement with the sudden jump in the mdenuikm curve. In
earlier works, we proved that ionic single crystals break layer
by layer in discrete jumps because of electiostauc lepuKions
between ions in the Liilice as the AK\1 penetiales the sub-
strate f 19). Interestingly, the force at which an ionic single
crystal breaks (--60 nN' for a KBr single crystal) is of the
same "¡der of magnitude as that observed for a lipid bilayer.
Tins tact ¡tione may explain the shape of the breakthrough
(brittle material), but cannot explain the inetva.se of the force
value at which this jump occurs in the presence of cations m
the surrounding medium.

As we have observed, the f potential value increases as
the ionic strength is increased. To deal with the increase in
surface charge upon cation binding we can calculate the
surlace charge related to the f-poieniia! value obtained for
each different ionic strength {Fig. 1 ) through the simplified
Grattante équation for tow potentials (46).

«r s= fi,,Ki&v (U

wherv (r stands for the surface charge, K stands for the re-
ciprocal of the Debye length, and i/>,> stands for the surface
potential. Tlie surface charge values are 2 .12X10 *C/mî

at 25 mVi ionic strength, -J.30 X 10 4 Cltn M 100 mM
ionic strength, and 6 89 X 10 * C/nr at í50 mM NaC'l •*• 20
MpClj. Those values are in agreement with those found in
Marra and Kraeiachvili (47). Howevei, they are far too tow
fo explain the high N'a' and Mg"' coordination numbeis
lound upon Ml) simulations 'ITie surface charge calculated
through the Goiiy-Chapman theory assumes that the tn-
terface between the membrane and aqueous solution is pla-
lut with ¿ero width and thai the ctwige on the membrane is
homogeneously distributed on the membrane surlace in a
continuous way. This assumption has proved in MD sim-
ulations to be rather dramatic in the case of a membrane/
aqueous solution interface. B ven in ihis case, simulations pre-
dict a surface potential similar to the obtained values ihnuigh
¿-potential e>,pcrimental measurements (Gouy-Chapman
model) lor distances >10 A from the bilayer surface (S).
Therefore, the Gouy-Chapnian model theory describes
qualitatively well the membrane/solution interface for dis-
tances > 1 nm away horn the "real" membrane surface. The
huge discrepancy between the potential values obtained

Biophysical Jownal 89(3) 18Î2-1826
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through MD simulatons upon ion binding and through
L potential measurement:* may he roughly Vrithm this nano-
meter interface Accoidmg to DLVO theory, using the above
surface charge value*, we «in calculate the electrostatic in-
teraction arising between the Ai-1 M tip and the bilayer as the
tip approaches the bilayer by combining electrostatic <uid van
der Waals. forces.

/ . .- . ** if*-* \-)\>,f-<_ tf^t\ j.A ¿\ it (Ajjp
Ddij — / , „ r rim e ~-r~.

£<>£ or

(2)

where i/tMinc and tr, ¡¡ are the surface charges for the DMPC
bilajer and the lip, respectively. Ktlp is the radius of the tip,
and A stands for «he Debye length. //» is the Hanuker
constant and : is the distance between the sample and the lip
Considering tf., ~ I« 5I J <»7> , ,jrllp = -OOÎ2 O'inJ at pH
7.0, and a mean area/molecule of 0.5 nm* (48), and taking the
obtained values for the surface charge at different ionic
strengths, we can obtain the interaction force between the
bilayer and the tip Table 1 shows the results corresponding
to the surface charges and the interaction forces at different
ionic .strengths usmg bare silicon nitride lips.

Silicon nitride tips were used to pet form force spectros-
copy experiments.. At neutral pi I. those tips are known to
be slightly negatively charged, although there is a great
variability between individual lips. As, can be seen bom
f-ig. 3. no important repulsion or attraction {jump to contact)
can be observed upon force plots performed with the knv
negatively charged ShNj tips. Therefore, it seems that the
bieakthrough force cannot be (totally) explained in trims of
electrostatic interaction between tip and vunple To have
chemically controlled tips (negatively charged at neutral
pll), and to address- the question ol to what extent electro-
Malic interactions can play a n>!e in the membrane break-
through, vse have funclionali/ed gold-coated AFM tips with
l6-mcicaplohe\adecanoic jcidtpACj, -4.7). sui face potential

TABLE 1 DLVO parameters tor the interaction of the AFM tip
end the studied surface when the tip Is bare silicon nitride
or carboxyl-terminated
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-- I4(l mV (23), and we have performed force p!oîs m the
sample in the absence of salt (f-noieniial 12.0 ~ 1.6
mV. first experimental point in Hg. II <uid under high ionic
strength ((-potenttat ~* 6 H6 ~ 13 mV, last experimental
point m f-tg. 1). A slight repulsion is observed when bolh tip
and .surface are negatively charged (Fig. 7 <M and a small
jump to contact (—220 pN) is ¡,een when file tip is negatively
charged and the surface is positively charged (.Fig. 7 M. 'Die
repulsion lorce is- higher «hen the force plots are performed
at baste pH values (pH ')~Ï2, more negatively charged
surface) and the jump to contact becomes greater at lower pH
values (data not show«). The obtained result al pH 7 4
totally agtce with the results piedicted upon ULVO theory
calculations lor the interaction of a carboxyl-ferrmnated tip
and the bilayer surface al different ionic strengths (Table 1).
Bnell>. m distilled water, the surface is negatively charged,
¡md so is the tip. Therefore, the interaction force will be
»puisne ami it will be lower than 260 pN. In high ionic
strength solution, the .surface is positively charged, so the
jump to contact is also predicted according to Dl.VO
calculations. Likewise, here we have to poiiu oui (he ability

The wons A >',,f «««I <ÍI>MI>Í- sisnd for UK fXbyc U-njA îh? up
liatfí sail ÚK fataver «tödce chatee, KspcutvcK. for bo-h iij««,.
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flGl RH 7 Fane plot« ot-i.nn«l a«. .1 Í6 nK<v?plch>î\j<3«am)K jci<f
<|in>^o·l<" •» 1>MP(A b(U>CT iwifct ¡m i!i<>í¡ltel v.asr. W roM Hep« pH ̂  4,
ns·f.imo·.iirf.VK·i.hJrjtA a,ut(ii>a I.^OmMNaTI 4 ÎOniM Mj:("l> sn|uu«i,
!(' niM Kcpn ¡>H 1 \ ¡witivo surtAC ttijt^cr, 1 »clii threvMJ is ii)dit<ils\t
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of chemically modified tips to sense surface chaiges. even
when they aie of a few mC/nr In any case, the repulsive
fonces, are < I nN and thus in both curves the yield threshold
poinl fi/mnv) clearly occurs at a much higher force than the
electrostatic interaction force regime here presented.

Hydration and sietie forces have been described as te-
sponsiblc fur shoi t distance repulsión between two opposing
Iipid hilayers Indeed, it is the force needed to remove the
water molecules adsorbed on amphiphuic croups as both
si« faces come into lontau (46). It has liecn shown that the
lole ot waici is extremely crucial lo membrane stability. It is
therefore quite straightforward to think that hydratton force
may play a role in membrane mechanical stability. There-
fore, il waser was replaced with, e.g., ethanol. ihe overall
network created hy the H-bonds would lie partially disrupted
and theiefoie one might expect thai the yield threshold
would be much lower (that is to sjy. lateral interactions
between phospbolipid molecules in the membrane would be.
reduced so thai it would be easier for the tip to penetrate the
membrane) Indeed, it has been reponed that shun-chain
alkanol, such as ethanol. displaces water liom the nct^oik.
ttiih an overall effect of weakening lipid-hpid interactions by
increasing headgroup spacing (higher area per i¡píd 1(49). To
address the question of whether this decrease in lateral
interactions has any effect on the nanomecharucs of the
system we have formed a DMPC bitayer under water and.
once formed, replaced water with an biOH/water solution
<50:50y>, .vttlwx>¡ 0.72). Immediately after the solution W.LS
added, a clear decrease in the rupture force was observed
down to -O.S nN. as shown in Fig. 8. InieteMmgly, no
membrane disruption was observed, since m \Wá of the
cases a jump (break) in the torce plot was observed (if

T3

2 **

289 4M SOO

I-K)l-Kl; S Uojuituiiol ¡iiclwce jm¡i)ch!l!«>ií'WíhicsiioU¡>)Ccuisí!tet
¡he .kkjtuon «t a <<>5(t·; ,-han«)/*<!is*r »olunon Aller a&iittor wf «ih<¡n.)t
Use »wld ttireshoU ;wvx- «Jac uaws .« v O *'J í OOi «N f.V 730
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the membrane had been disrupted, the retracting curve of
ihe force plot would have shovsn not a clear adhesion peak,
indicating the sudden snap-oft front the surface, but a
continuous, nonreproducible feature that indicates that ma-
terial is being pulled off the surface. In this case, when mem-
brane is disrupted (for coiiteritrations higher than 75.25Ci,
eihanol/water), no jump in the extending force plot is ob
served since membrane is not packed enough). These results
are in agreement with AFM images, in which membrane
dissolution was not observed upon ethanol addition, and the
only observed feature wa> the growing of small holes in the
system, suggesting a less compact structure. Similar results
have been obtained when the bilayer has been formed under
high ionic strength. In this case, ihe yield threshold values
both before and after ethanol addition vveie shifted to higher
values on account of the cations present in the bilajer. ft
seems clear, then, that water plays a key role in membrane
structure and that this fact has a direct elfecl on membrane
mechanical deformation.

1 iydralion íbice has been reported ( 27) to extend to —5 nN
and cannot alone explain the force-distance cm ves acquired
with AFM until the breakthrough point. This hydratio« tore«
is short-ranged and follow,s ihe expression

where f ' , , is the preexponenual factor, : is the separation
between (he NUÏ f aces, and A is ihe hydranon decay length.
Typically. Fp -0.15-2 nN and A 0.2 0.35 nm for
measurements performed with a surface forcí apparatus (-46)
and 2—5 gieatei lor measuiements perfoitiied by AFM
between Itpid bifayers and alkaneihioî-tunctionah/cd pro-
bes(27). Instead, a mechanical contribution accounting tor
the elastic deformation of the bilayer was needed to fully ac-
count for the force-distance .shape of the curve until the plas-
tic regime was achieved (27).

Molecular dynamics simulations have recently demon-
strated (7.9,35) that the presente oí cations (namely, Na'
and Or*) in the phosphohpid network would change
diastícally ihtí structurai and dynamical properties of th« PC
membranes. On average, eveiy Na1 cation binds to three
carbonyi oxygens and to one to two water oxygens. Due to
the.fr threefold increased si/e as compared to single hpids.
the.se complexes .ire less mobile. As a consequence, a de-
crease in the average area peí Iipid from 0 655 nur to 0.606
nm2 <>8rf) is observed for POPC, giving rise to a more
compact o\erall structure. Indeed, the difference in the area
per group is also reflected by the ordering of the hpid
Indrocarbon sail.* (7.9), A similar case applied to Ca" ', each
CaJ ' cation binding M 4.2 PC heads on average. The same
MD simulations revealed that despite those significant
changes, the profile of the total electric potential across the
bilayer for distances > 10-18 A from the center of the bi layer
is only slightly changed due to the close ilisuibuiton of Cl
ciiuntejiuns giving rise to a strung capacitor, and especially
lo the fact that water molecules reorient theirdipoles near the
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membrane surface (distances <10 A). It h well known thai
for distances less than this, water molecules do not exhibit
bulk-like properties (X) Overall, the total electric potential
a nanometer away from the surface docs not change as much
a,s one would predict at first sight, and (hese results are m
\ery good accordance with the (tow.) values oblaiited upon
¿'-potential measurements, even when they demon.stiated
the same tendency to increase in value as the ionic strength K
increased 'Therefore, and according to those molecular
dynamics simulations, the higher-order structure promoted
by ions on the biiaycr that give rise to a the reduction in av-
erage aiea per hpid f higher compactness) and to a more t igid
structure (lower diffusion coefficient) may be Ihe cause for
the higher membrane stability experimentally observed
through the nanotuechanical response of the system obtained
by toree spectrosvopy measurements. It seems then that
rathei than diastically mcieasing the electrostatic potential
across the membrane (: direction) the introduction of ions in
the membrane gives rise to a much higher lateral interaction
within neighboring hesdgroups, wi th the overall result of
a higher packing and compactness of the whole network
composing the membrane This increase in the lateral forces
(closer distance between individual molecules) is probably
the last responsible ior membrane higher resistance upon
breaking. This fact is in vers good agreement with earlier
results obtained for balide single crystal nanoinderitatkm
(I1)), where we demonstrated both experimentally and theo-
retically that the yield threshold Iwee value was depen-
dent on the anión cation distance m the lattice (a lower
ion distance ga\ e rise to a higher yield threshold force value,
e.g.. for N'aCl compared to a compound, such as KBr, with
higher ion-cation distance) in a single-crystal study of a series
of alkali hahdes To elucidate the role that those reported
lateral interactions within the phospholipid network play
upon membiane deformation we have applied a simple
model that we proposed elsewhere (19), which takes into
account Ihe lateral interactions while the surface is being
deformed by an AFM tip. Those lateral interactions aie
modeled by the dynamics of the deforming surface a.s «
coupled springs. According to this model, the dependence of
the surface counierforce opposing the AFM tip penetration
follows the expression

Garcia-Manyes et a!.

where À and d^ stand for an effective spring constant equal to
the Deb) e wave-vector and the length al ¿ero elongation,
respectively. Tig. 9 shows the indentation plot of a DMPC
bila>er measuied in atfueous solution. 25 mM NaCl, pH 7.4,
until the jump (onset of the plastic deformation) occurs. The
elastic spring model (4) has been fitted to the experimental
daia after the tirst - 100 pN (electrostatic interaction) up to
the yield threshold. The fit to the model is shown in Fig. *>
w íth a continuous shaded tine. As is clear from the graph, the
fit describes quite well the elastic deformation legion of the
indentation plot. This fit gives rise to a A value of 17.1 N/tn
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and ä</„ value of 26,1 urn. The k value indicates the stiffness
of the surface upon deformation, whereas the d^ value
indicates the whole perturbed length before breaking. In-
terestingly, this </.. value is much higher than those found for
alkali halide single ciystaK u/s 0.9 i. 0.? nm for NaCl)
indicating thatdefoimation is a cooperative piove^-s in which
ntiiny molecules are involved in the membrane deformation
before breaking (the deformed area being much greater than
Ihe contact radius itselt) In the ca\e of a solid alkali halide
.single crystal this plastic failure occurs because the charge
repulsion within the lattice is so strong that the surface is not
able to deform anymore, giving rise to a brittle failure in a fast
tajer by-lay« plastic deformation process. Besides, the ratio
between the obtained i. and it values gives rise to 337 MPa,
which is .1 value similar to the reported reduced Young
modulus fordistearoylphosphatidylethanolamine ( 170 MPai.
This ratio yields similar values to Young modulus values for
ionic systems, bul fails for noniontc !eov<i!ent) systems,
suggesting that lipid bilayer deJnrmation can he partially
governed by electrostatic interactions. 'The »imple spring
model w as u»ed to describe elastic deformation of surfaces in
the nanometer range after realising that the iferu mode! did
not succeed in describing elastic deformation at this scale,
which is not surprising since the Heft/ model is a macro-
scopic model and its boundary conditions are not fulfilled
upon indentation with an AFM tip and aKo since we must
take into account that the substrate is relatively hatd as com-
pared to the organic layer (50). For a paraboloid indcnter. the
Herí/ equation yields

f (5)

where ft* stands for the icduced Young modulus. That the
elastic regime of lipid bilaycrs cannot be described by
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the Heil/ equation has been recently stressed (30). A fit of
the experimental data to the Heru model is also included in
Fig. 9, taking/f - 31 nm (individually measured by im.iging
a silicon calibration grid. Mieromas-ch. Ultrasharp, TGG01.
silicon oxide), and letting F* be the free variable (dashcJ
/me). As can be easily seen, the Herí? model docs not re-
produce ¡he experimental data, wheteas the spring mode! can
adjust the experimental data Besides, an exponential-growth
equation accounting for hydration force* (3) has been also
applied, hut the hydration decay length ¿As yields an un-
realistic value of 2.8 nm. If a decay length of 0.35 run is
Iked, the equation doe«, not »produce the e\peiirnenlal data
at al!. Therefore, » mechanical déformation component of the
bilayer seems to be the factor responsible for most of the
repulsive regime between the AFM lip and the lipid btlayer,
at least after the first nanometer separation. Similar results
were reported for dissearoylphosphaiidyiethanolamme bi-
layeis (27).

Kinetics

The incorpot alien of ions into the PC headgroup can be
iinaliy proved to be a fully reversible process with relatively
fast kinetics in the timescale of the experiment: a compact
lipid bilayer was formed in the physiological solution (150
rnM Nad •*• 20 mM MgCljt, we measured the jield
threshold value, and. once done, we replaced the solution
with distilled water. The yield threshold decreased to a value
of -6.2 * 0.12 nN, increasing again to -15.*) 2- 0.15 nN
when water was replaced with the former solution (Hg. 10).
The waiting tinte from changing the solution and measuring
was --10 inin in each cave, in the Mime Une, we studied the
direct evolution of the \ield threshold with time while
changing the measuring solution by recording >3<W
consecutive force plots in the same spot of the surface over
more than l h (Hg. I I ) . Unfil about experiment i 200, the
measuring solution was water. Then, water was removed and
replaced with the formet high ionic strength physiological
solution. The yield threshold varied from --3 nN to — 1 5 nN
in —15 min, and even though there is some scattering in the
data after experiment I750 (maybe on account of not totally
homogeneous distribution of ions), a tnoie or less .stable
value plateau was reached. Thus, taking into account the
icgion between the two plateaus we can roughly assess that
the kinetics of the system has a rate constant of -0.7 nN/
min. This fací indicate» that the process of binding cations i>
not an instant process. In any case, the kinetics of the process
is experimentally measurable within the AFM timevcale.

So far we have proved that the ionic strength gives rise to
a huge increase in the force needed by the AFM to penetrate
the membrane for a DMPC bilayer. The next step is to assess
whether this proce.ss takes place with other PC (»layers and
also with bilayers composed of phospholipicls with other
/witterionic heads.
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PC bilayers: effect of ion-binding and
phosphoUpld chemical structure

Dealing wi th PC biJayers, we have performed the same
experiment with Dl.PC and DPPC, svhich only difler from
DMPC in the number of CH: groups in the fatty acid chain.
Fig, 12 shows the histoerams corresponding to the yiek)
ihieshold value for a DiJ'C mcmbuuie nicasna'd in water
(Fig. 12 a) and in high ionic strength physiological solution
(Fig. 12 A). The yield threshold value shifts from 3.78 - 0.04
nN in the case of water to 6.52 "z. O.Ü8 nN for high ionic
strength physiological solution. Data for DMI'C measured
in water (Hg. 12 <•) and in high ionic strength physiologi-
cal solution (Fig. 12 </) «re also included lor the sake of"
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comparison. Similarly. Fig. ! 2, f and /'. shows the histogram
for DPPC measured in water and in high ionic strength
physiological solution, respectively Again ítt this case the
effect of ionic strength (O K dear, "-ince the breakthrough
torce is 7.02 ± 006 nN when measured m water solution
and 20.31 •*• 0.29 nN when measured ai high ionic stiength.
Fig. 12 h show s the change tn f-potential valut; as the ionic
strength of the medium is increased from 0 in M {distilled
watei i to 100 inM N«tCI for lour different PC liposomes
namely DLPC, DMPC. OPPT. and D(JK:. fn all case.s, the
higher ihc tonic .strength, the higher (less negative) the
¿-potential value, meaning that in all cases ihere is adsorption
ol munovaient cations in the membrane, which can be again
c&Mly correhiied with the mmomechanicv of the systems
({;tg. (2, a-f). in light of these a-sutts, in winch phos-
pholipids with the same headgroup (PC) and different chain
length have been siudíed, (lie effect of the chemical stmeluie
of the phosphohpki tail on the nanonieehanical response of
the t>ila>er can also be addressed, the comparison of the
yield threshold foice values, obtained for the previous PC
Mayers, i e., DLPC tl2:0>. DMPC (i4'OX and DPPC (16:0).
«here numbers in parentheses represent number of c.irbon
atoms in die fatty acid chain per number of insatutalkins
(.Fig. 12. a-ß. tue summ>ni/cd m Mg. 12 /, víhere the
lelationship between ihe yield threshold íbice value and the
number of carbon atoms present in the fall} acid of (he
pho.spholiptd molecule composing the bilayer is shown.
Dark squares stand fot the measurements performed under
high ionic strength> f Fig ! 2. h. d, and/) and svhitó squares
stand for the measurements perfonned in distilled water (Fig.
12, «. £, and <'). According to Fig. 12 /. the etfet-i of ionic
strength on the nanomechonicx of the -system is evident for
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(he three I*C phosphuupid-s sUidted. However, this eífecí is
especially outstanding in the case of DMPC* and DPÎX"
(viclding a yield threshold iorce value increment. A/-J.
between the rneasurenicnts obtained uisder high ionic
strength and ihose obtained under distilled water of — I I
nN in the case of DMPC and -14 nN in ¡he case of DPPC}.
This yield force value increment is smaller in the case of
DLPC (Af\ -3 tiN). This result could tx; interpreted m
terms of the phase in which the different phospholipids aw
present. Although DLPC (TM = -leC) is m ihe liquid phase
at 20°C, DMPC (FM - 24'C) and DPPC (TM - 42CC) are
ruxh in the gel phase ¡a this iem{x;ratwe. Ttteretore, these
re.stiHs suggest that although ion binding has influence on
both (he gel phase and the liquid phase, it ts in the gel phase
that this ef leci is more enhanced. We have recently addressed
the effect of lemperatuie orí the yield threshold value of lipid
bifayers in a systematic .study that convrtoraies these results
(S, Garcia-Manyes, (¡, Oncins. and F San/,, unpublished).
When comparing the nancmechanical response of the bilayer
for the two phospholipids pieseni in the gel phase <DMPC
and DPPC} we reali/e that the longer the tail, the harder it is
to puncture the membrane, yielding an mrrease of ~5 nN for
every two extra CI }> groups present in the hydrophobie tail
in the case of measurements perfotmcd under high ionic
strength and an increase of ~4 nN in the case of measure-
ments performed in distilled water. In this ease, where phos-
pholipids are in the same (gel) pha.se. these differences
become a direct measurement ol van der VVaal.s interactions
between phospnoUpid ncighboi ing (ails. Those results e vpeí -
itrtentaliy demonstrate that the length of the hydrophobtc
chains of the phospholipkl molecules indeed have an in-
fluence on ihe oanoniechanics of the system. A systematic
study concerning the individual effect of Ihe hydrophilic
headgmup and the hydrophobtc taii for diflerent phospho-
lipids. bold charged and ¿wiftcriomc, all in the same phase, is
an ongoing evpeiiment in oui laboiatory. Finally, the role of
the insattuaiions in the fatty acid has also been taken into
account. We have studied the mechanical response ol DOPC
118:1 >, in which, although the 18 carbon atoms, in the chain
may pa-diet a higher yield threshold \alue than DPPC. ihe
insaturation in ihc chain gives nse toa lower overall packing
of the molecule (-.50° tilting), clearly yielding a lower
resistance to rupture iban expected tTig. 12 a), although it is
tound ir) the liquid-lute phase. The influence of the m\ai-
uration degree and also of ihe stereos'hemistry of the insattira-
tion ^whether this is in the m or trans conformation) will
also be interesting foi futuie íesearch in this arca.

POPE bliayer

To check whether the effect of ion-binding on ihe mech-
anical response of ihe membrane found in PC balayéis, is aKo
observed in other /wilterionic phospholipid headgroups,
such as PB. we have measured (he yield threshold values
with two uiftcrcnl salt concentrations foi a POPE bilaver.
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Títe same tendency observed with PC is observed with PH
despite the different chemical structure of the head. At 50
mM N'aCI the yield ihmhold lakes plitee at 1.63 ± 0.03 nN
iuid increases io 3.43 ± 0.04 nN when measured in a 100
mM NaCi solution. The low yield threshold values compared
to ¡hose observed for PC phospholipíds cari te explained in
terms of the chemical difference of ihe headgroup. the chain
unsaturalion. ihe phase in which TOPE is found at 20';C, or
a mixing of at! three variables, further work that will help to
shed light on the role of even- variable (headgroup effect,
chain effect, and temperature effect j in the naiiomechanies of
lipid buayvrs is »ui ongoing experiment in our laboratory. In
orty ease, Ihe role of ion-binding cm PK bilaycrs seems to
follow the same tendency observed for PC huayers. Since
cations seem k> hind through the oxygen carbonyt of the
phosphate, the observed tendency is then not surprising, and
especially if we take into account thai MD simulations have
shown similar results for phosphoupid heads other than PC.

such as phosphatidylserine (51). and also for a mixture of
phospholipids (8).

Natural E coli bítayer

After having studied the effect of ion binding on rmxlel lipid
bilayers, ttte linal issue is to check ¡t on a natural lipid bi-
laycr. To this end. \ve have performed the .same experiment
on an E. colt poliir lipid extract (nominally 67% phospha-
tidyleihanolamine. S?.?'* phosphatidylglycerol, and 9.8ÍÍ
c:trdiolipint. In principle, and according to the fact that we
have separately proved that both PC and PE membranes are
jiuncturvd at a higher force as the ionic strength increases, Ihe
same result should be expected for this natural membrane
extract. Fig. 13, a~tl, shows the histograms corresponding to
the yield threshold values found îbr/E. «>//' membrane, where
the same ncnd is observed. Fig. 13 c shows a topographic
image of the £. cali membrane, and in Fig. 13 /the yield
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threshold force versus ionic .strength has been plotted, similar
to I;ig. 5 for the model membrane, buenstingiy, ¡he sl<>(>e <.>!
the plot is 6 pN/mM. a much lower value than that
obtained for (he model membrane. Similar rCMilts have been
obtained for a natural lecithin plant membrane (S. Garcia-
\1anyes. C! Oncins. ;md F. San?, unpublished), litis lower
contribution of the added ions on the overall nanomechanical
behavior of the system cou lu be interpreted in terms of the
complexity of the chemical composition of the sjstent
idiffeient phosphohpids) that would give rise to a lowet
packing oi the s> stem. However, although this effect is not as
outstanding as it was lor DMPC, the trend is clearly seen if
we compare the hi\ios¡ams loi distilled water (,t = 1.60 „
0. \4 nN) with those obtained with high ionic strength (i •••
2.54 ~ 0.21 nN) (Fig. 13 ¿}. Histograms for intermediate
ionic strengths lie in between, corresponding to the ionic
stiengih concentrations shown in Fig. 13, h and «•.
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CONCLUSIONS

We report on a detailed experimenta! tjuantilative ibrce spec-
troscopy stud) on how ion binding affects model PC lipid
membrane nanomechanics. We have experimentally proved
that the higher ti» ionic strength, me higher the force that must
be applied with the AF.V1 tip 10 penetrate the bilayer. These
results are in ajnuenienl with recent works that Juive deiiKin-
stratecl both experimenlally ami lheorelic;dlv that cations (both
monovalent, e.g., Na ' , and divalent, e.g., ('a7 ) penetrate the
headgaiups ol jihosphulipid molecules, giving ri>e to a more
packed phospholiptct network and a higher phosplwHpid
phospholiptd lateral interaclion. This increase in Lucra!
interaction between neighboring molecules may be the cause
for the extension of the elastic deformation region in the force
plots bdoa- the plastic region begins (yield threshold force
value). An elastic spring model that accounts lor lateral
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interactions has been proved to fit the experimental de-
formation data. Moreover, we have extended this work to a
natural lipid bilayer (E toll lipid extract), and the same
tendency was observed for the force needed to puncture the
bilayer to increase with ionic strength. We provide proof that
the binding process is fully reversible and we can estimate
directly the kinetics of the membrane response through lorce
spcclroscopy measurements In addition, preliminary results
concerning the relationship between nanomechamcal response
and chemical composition of the hydrophobic tail have been
shown This work introduces a new investigation line dealing
with the relationship between the experimental measurements
regarding the nanomechamcs of membranes m the nanometer/
nanonewton range and the atomic underlying processes. This
is an interesting example of how small variations in chemical
composition both in chemical structure and in the surrounding
media can translate into considerable variations in the nano-
mechamcal response of the membrane system
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5.4.2 Effect of pH and Ionic Strength on Phospholipid

Nanomechanics and on Deposition Process onto

Hydrophilic Surfaces measured by AFM

S. Garcia-Manyes, G. Oncins, F. Sanz

Department of Physical Chemistry, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

ElectrochimicaActa51(24), (2006), 5029-5036

5.4.2.1 Summary

In this work, we explore the effect of the pH and the substrate on the quality

of the deposited phospholipid SPBs. Concerning the pH issue, we must remember

the SPB formation process: the phospholipid liposomes that are in solution contact

the substrate and if they interact favorably with it, the spherical liposome collapses

in favor of a planar bilayer. As you may expect, the electrostatic charge of the

liposomes and the substrate are extremely important in this deposition process.

According to this, the results can be summarized as follows:

• Zeta potential measurements reveal that the surface charge of PC liposomes

is highly dependent on the solution pH and I value. Considering that mica has a

residual negative charge, AFM topographic measurements reveal that PC SPBs

improve their quality when the liposomes are positively charged. In the case of

negative liposomes, the deposition does not take place.
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• The Pfj value in the bilayer breakthrough process decreases as I value

increases, suggesting that the presence of ions in the medium modifies the

monolayer thickness.

• Similar Fy values were obtained for SPBs supported on different substrates

(mica, SiU2 and functionalized mica), suggesting that the substrate morphology

does not play a key role on the quality of the bilayer and that the presence of

ions is the key factor.
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Effect of pH and ionic strength on phospholipid nanomechanics and on
deposition process onto hydrophilic surfaces measured by AFM

Sorgí Garcia-Manjes, Gerard Oncins, Fausto San/*
/w i í /Mf t <l Kiir<<í<si>} \í v
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'Ihe cfleu oí ion binding on ,i /wmomma phospholipid Mit,1! » í,2 diimnstovl wi-gKciiv ~-ph«<,ptitx höhne (DMl'C) h i s twin studied ty
measuring the /eui potential value <ïi ihe uni lamellar h|x«innes present in wlution while varvins the pli im! iKe ton«, sirengih m independent
experiments \\t.havecApeftfneiHailv umisinsedíhat t >M PC hi ¡ids e liions tx suiting in a» iiKrta>ool the /t?! t p^î^nmï vjíuc Tfio li^síiñicsnifactí
th irgo h is been prínt'ií to luve a sitvng etîcti on îhe ^upponcd bilaver lurin.ätiOft on h\dropïnho necatnely Jiarüvd ^urUves «.u^h .1% min tttid
siiicim oxiJe .i1- ,i!(inlic loit,e inu.iu·M.i'ps im IÍL-S u'vt.i¡ I urtîseisnoif Itunks ut IOILC sptun>«»pv nn.^»unMtKitl^ vu. h,fti. ¡itncti lit it in» lîiiiiiina
.»Is«) atfvrt1- ihr ndiiuiiuxbdincot (Cspimsi- »t tin •>>MUD since il »iva isos the lotit Ui.il !>,)•> to Iv Cícruil «i tiw muni"-inc m imkt to pum lun it
Last Ntt IKK íe,¡sf. ¡lie nancimcvlURiLv «I ¡he hiljscr J us «ot ck |KiiJ «n ihe suhsit it.. thus imphtüf lli ti meinbrtKU piu|>iilii,s .¡te itol influí iktd
I ) ihf \iip¡X)itmg ni «eii il
iC 2006 Publish«! h> UM;\ ¡cr Luí

í,c(iu«'í \«ii«ífttiinits BioiiKinbtiHics \ IM Ii¡iKfti|!í)i,t*. K>¡víS[!iutov,opt

I. Intniduclioii

Lipid hifjvcrx aie she niajttr convtitut'nls ot cclt irn-
Cell membrane separates the extra- trom the intr,ic.c!lti!.ir matrix
thiiv pining <w important striKiuiiil lolc ruriíicunoií, 11 pio-
\idc^ d baiiicr ilwt divides ckuioiytw sukitu'ns mi<t dilUrcnt
compartments Theicfoic. (hi1 cltcct ul tlecfuiljtic volutions
on membranes ¡s o) great impoi lance amí has deserved vudi;
research [ i] l rum an expeninental ¡x^tnt of vic\v mati> works
have cloalt will the quantification ot inemhtane sut face potential
f Im >ugh the cleitriipfKirctK mohihij of hpid mcmhuiiies midi.')
solutions wi th difieren! tonic strength -if lowing the ciikulsium
ot ílic ï-polentul safue (2 "?| In a more generic step, ihe study
of ¡he phyMOix.'herajc^l pn->pcrfies oí îipîd hilascrs ts crui.i,ü tu
tindotstiind matvv hiophvs¡e4Í prmessts irwt ucmr „ti the icll
membrane interface [4| Must of lite studies aMuc-ming hpfd
bibjcrs hasc been carried out in solution involving their lipo-
some lortn In th«5 vtumi> of a substrate, these liposomes hrc.ik

ine jullliif IJ + Í 1 9 * MZiltll tii
«ait a<ií¡H

/ i ibvtíu í

and adheie 10 (he subsiraic ihus forming a continuous hilajer
lit il reiiums assembled thanks 10 the high interntoleeul-tr fotxes
that hind two neighboring phtisplioltpicl molecules logilher«ind
also to the torces arising bcivveen Ihe vesicle ,inU the substme
J56| Sus,h hdavers are known js supi^orteu planar bilayers
iSPBsi, and ate tottnd lo correiilv mimic ull menibrancs up
to an extent J7¡ SPBs lux« been used as model membranes in
st«d> cell-cell recognition in the immune system .idhesion ol
cells phospholipid dtf fusion, pruic'in binding lo hpidhgaiuK and
ntembianc mscmcm of proteins 18,9! \1ore(t\er, thev have been
vuitctv used in biosinsoi apphidhnits ( l ü 15Í Umkisutiuhng
hovv suppôt led planar hpid bi laver» (SPBs) assemble and v. Inch
aie the int«action lories th il act between vesicle and substrate
surl.Kos and also between membinne sitrlaces is ftmdament.u to
ifluits m i hcnnslrj structural biology, and biophysas [6 Id j

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has ruealed tu he a po«
erfut too! when it comes to investigating Ihe topographie ehar-
aciensties of surtaxes with subrtanonieinc resolution 117-20)
Coneeimng SVBs AI M im iirmj.* undu liquid emirnnmcnt has
píos idcd valuable'inlormation a gaidingSrBspiAKtiitg.ikimam
separation, topographic evolution with tune etc Besides thanks
lothe I oiceSpe'vtroscopv moi.lc.thc measurement ot the interac-
tion loa es aiisim» hctuctn ihe Aï M lip <tnd ihe studied sui fan

«OH
d« 1C) l01(»j<Ju.facta2>«H>t> :iO(>2
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has been possible In the paiucular caso til SPB. Force Spec-
troscop> has allowed 10 acquire basic information regarding
DLVO. hvdrauon and sterie forces arisen between lipid btlayers
with piconewton resolution ¡21] Moreover, the nanomechamcs
of the system has been also assessed l hanks lo force speclniseopv
measurements Indeed, the force needed tu puncture the mem-
brane has been related lo the llitera) interaction fence arising
between two neighboring molecules and can be regarded a-, a
hngerprmt ot membrane stabtlitv The torce needed to puncture
the membrane has been reported to depend on the tip approach-
ing velucily (22.21), on the chemical composition o) the sv stem
( |y,2l J on the theimndynamic phase ot the hpid (ic'mrturaiurc)
[21 24) and o» the ionic strength «t the sv stem (251

Regarding the latter, we have recently proved that the highci
the ionic strength, the higher the force needed to penetrate the
bilaver with the AI-M tip ¡25]. indeed the eflect of ion-binding
has been proved to laigely change some phvsiLOchcmic.il piop-
crtics ot !he incmhtano such as ihe phase ti<insition tempera
lure 126] or the mcmhiane suiface potential (2,27.28) Divalent
cations have been shown to ell<xtivef> bond to the membrane,
thus increasing the surface potential value, whereas the role
of monovalent cations upon membrane binding has been si)
i.ir underestimated [29| Thanks to retent mnleculai dynamics
(MD> simulations [10 12) an atomistic v ision ot ihe s> stem has
been possible and the obtained icsulls highlight the role of both
monovalent and divalent cations upon ptiospliohptd headgroup
bmdinp

I here ¡s a three-fold goal in the prevent paper On the one
hand, we aim torcíale the 4 potential evolution ol the liposomes
with the degree ol coverage ol art hydrophihc flat surlace such
as mica (t) av the pH value ol the medium is varied and (u) as
the tome strength of the system is varied On the other hand,
we «ant to extend these results to .moiher technological tmpoi-
lant surtace such a* siheon( 1 I l ) + Si()> Lasi but not least we
aim to study whether the nanomechames ol the svstem depends
on the substrate or tf, on the contrary, the mechanical response
ol the membrane is decoupled from the supporting surtaxe To
this purpose, we have studied the nanomechamcal propcnies of
the membrane; when supported on hydrophilic surfaces such as
mica, SiOjj or freshly annealed gold ami also on a hydroplmbie
suiface suuias AFTBS-tuiKiionali/cd mica surface This infor-
mation is crucial when studying, e g the interaction between
supported lipid bilavers and target proteins in possible biosen-
sors applications

2. Materials and methods

.? /. Simple preparation

1,2-Dimv rislov l-vj¡ glyecro- < phosphocholme f DMIX,', Sig-
ma, >O8'"; ) was dissolved in chloioform/cthanol (1 U (Cailu
hrba. analysis grade, al *W.l>X) to give a final O\1PC conecn
tralion ot 2 mM Tins dissolution was kept al -10 C A 500 u.1
aliquote was poured in a glass v i a l and the solvent was evapo-
rated with a nitrogen How, obtaining a UMPC f i lm at the bottom
ol the vial Solution was kept in vacuum overnight to ensure
the absence ot organic suivent traces Then, toi the experiments

performed at different ionic strengths aqueous volution at the
correct tonic strength vvas added until a final 5(X)u.M DMPC
concentration and OmM NaCI, 50mM NaCI. 75 mM Nad,
lOOmM NaCI and IWmM NaCl + 20mM MgClj rcspecmelv
ami pH v\,is set tu 7 4 wiih I OmM Hcpes/N'aOH In ihe case
ot tlte experiments performed at ditlcrent pH, seveial hufier
soluuons weie used, pH 4 was attained with HAc. pH 7 vvith
HCPfcS, pH 10 with Ins and pH 2 and C were attained with
HCI and XaOH, respecltvel.v. In order to maintain a constant
ionic strength, butler concentration wa> set 10 lOmM lor all
samples Because of ihe low solubilnv ol DMPO in water, the
vial was subjected to 30s cycles ot vuttciing. temperature and
somcation until the obtention ot A Itomugencous tntxture Hie
solution was linall \ sonicated tor 20nun (in order to have uml-
amellar liposomes i and let u setlie overnight alway.s protected
irom hghl .aid maintained at 4 t1 Prior to its use, mica sui
faces (Metafix, CLI.S grade) were glued onio Teflon discs with
a water insoluble mounting wai A 50 pi of DMPC dissolution
at the speuhe NaCI concent! ation were applied to cover 0 5 cni"
freshly cleaved pieces ot mica lor a deposition time ol 55 mm
Alter that, mica was rinsed three times with !(X) u.1 ol thcx eorre-
s-ponding ionic aqueous solution the same prtvcedure was fol-
lowed when the substrate used was silicon oxide (siliumd 1 I)
waters, Siltromi (Aichamps, Fr,incej) n phosphor, 5 15 £5 cm,
thickness SOO-550 ¡.tin have been etched with hydiofluoric acid
(Merck, Suprapur. Germany I and native ottde was let grow lor
four days under controlled atmosphere

The gold substrate was. provided bv Arrandee (Werther, (5er
inanv) Bnclly. it consists of o bofosiheaie glass covered with
a chromium laver l-4nm thick on the top ot which a gold
layer 2(X>~ >(X)nm thick is deposited This surface is immersed
in piranha solution lor 10nun. extensively rinsed with ethanol
and dried with a nitrogen now ITien, the gold surtace i* llame
annealed (butane tlame) tor T mm and cooled undei nitro-
gen Tins process results in a clean, hydiopbilic sold surface
mi

Hvdrophohic amme-lunctionali/ed miea surfaces were pre-
pared b> snnplv evrKJsing freshlj eieaved mica to (1-
ammopnipyDtiivilioxysilane (APH S, -MdnclO v.ipnurs undo
low prcssuie conditions for ,>()s P4|.

2.2 ¿t la potential ntfawicmtnti

f-I'otential measurements were perl ormod with a/ctamaster
Particle htcitiophoiesis Analyser through which UK velocity of
the panicles can be measured with a light scattering technique
bv usingther>opp!eretTectili,uikstoapaif ol muutallj colieient
laser beams (5 m\V, ile-Nc laser at 6 W nin) Zeiamaster mea-
sures the autocorrelation Junction of the scattered lislu and alter
the signal processing it obtains Ihe electrophoretic mobility and,
finally, through the Henry équation, the f-potemiat

2 3 AFM tmaj>ini>

4FM images were acquired wi th a Dimension MOO (Dig-
ital Instruments, Santa Barbara) microscope controlled bv a
N'anoscope IV electronics (Digital Instruments California) m
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contact mode using V-shaped Si^Nj tips tOMCL TR4WPSA.
Olympus. Japan) cantilevers, llw applied lorce was controlled
by acquiring force plots before and allei every image was tap-
Hired.

htree spectroseopy was performed with a Molecular force
Probe l D (MRP), Asylum Research (Sat)ta Bàrbar«, CAi.
Force plots were acquired using V-shaped SUNj lips ¡OMC'L
TR400PS A. Olympus. Japan) w i th a nominal spring constant uf
O.OS N/m. Individual spring constants were calibrated using the
cquipantiiim theorem (thermal nutse i \ ?S| after having eunvcliy
measured the optical lever sensitivity í V/nmi by measuring n at
high ullages after several minutes n| performing furtí pints lo
avoid hysteresis. It has to be pointed out thai the results here
shown for DMPC bilayers were obtained with the same can-
tilever keeping ihe spin laser at ihe saino pos.mott on the lever 10
avoid changes in the spring constant caicukitktn [%]. How CUT,
results have knv scattering when using different tips and dii'-
forent samples About l.VX>curves over more than Impositions
«ere obtained tor cacti sample. Ail lotee speclroseops ,<mtl AFM
images were nbiained ai 2(M-0.5 O, which is below the main
phase transition temperature í T,,.} of DMK' (2X5 C). Besides,
we have in consider here th:it T.¡, I<K suppotteil bilaycrs shifts 10
a higher température than observed in solution (Í7|. Therefore,
v\c AK indent ing the gel phase for DMK' supported hi layers.
Applied forces F are given by f = ic.1 where is the cantilever
deflection. The surface dcfornialion is given as pénétration tí)
cmluatcd as !> = :. - . where ~ reprcsetils the pie«>-scanner Jis
placement.

3. Results and discussion

.$. I. Thi' míe ti) f>H uitd ionic Mtength iifimi \ rsirlf

In the process of vesicle fusion into a flat btkiy-ci. súrtate
encriîv seents ¡o play an important role [,W|. l;reshlv cleaved
mica is nej!iiuvely charged uiuler a wide range of ionic strength
and pH |39|. Fig. la shows the evolution of the i-poitntul
value while varying the pH viilue ot the tneasunng solution by
iiKiintainini! a constant ionic strength, which corresponds to an
clcctroanalytical ntrattonoi the hpidbilayer|40i. At a first sight,
an increase of the ¿'.puventiaf value as the pH value decreases
is observed. 'Hits experimental observation indicates thai H'
aie blind ¡o the eholine utitiety of ihe phospholipiJ headgroup.
in particular to the phosphate group of the phosphulids Ichohne
moiety, since n is the only chemical group th.it holds ¡om/jbte
groups, inieicstmgiy. even i hough pliosphatidylchoUiie is a / « i t
teíííniic hcadgroup. if exïubiis ¿t net negative charge aï nexfiuil
pi I. Tins has lx;ctt interpreted in terms ofhydrauon layers tonned
around the surface | A(>i and to the orientation of hpid headgroups
1 í I. It is important to ¡w>int out that Ihe ̂ -potential measuremenis
ilo not yield direct information of the stirt'aee charge, but ol the
charge measured ai the point whcie the Stem layer and the dif-
fuse layer iiR-et (she.ir plane i I lowcver. i t is coiisidered to yield
a signiiicant approximation of the surface potential. The lilraiion
of phosphalidylcholmc hptd hilasers with chemically funciion-
ali/ed A FM tips has lu-en experimentally addressed clsewhetx;
(411. Aceotiimg lo í;ig la. DMK' liposomes exhibit negative
charge ui pH> —Í.S and positive charge at pB< --Í.5. At pi-i
3.5-4 the ¿ero charge potential is found. According to those

kv-pí c<ntí>l;uH ¿H 'OfíiM
7, (el !i>w«í II) I2 Mme lh.it inwgcs cl« llut tinn-i¡»>mt
ítíc ïïfíavcr i» ofdt'r to lïicasiirt' (ht iîilayer {n.Myhl

oí f.i-..fl iiït\tsimní! MsadUMíf as
^ril pH \¿lucs íh)2. í t .>4, (ííí

» *c |.'l! valúe« .« v< Í1K.H *,• i ¡«.XcntMl h.¡s hcvn ÍH<MMI«<| i n i a> . u h -V erros-scctiiin ¡anilla v>i
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resu l t s , and taking into account that mtea i-, negatively charged,
a high degree of surface coverage should be expected at pH<4
anil a lower degree of surface coverage should Ix- expected ¡it
higher pH values il ihe global vesicle fusion process is assumed
to Ix efevtfUJUlicall) governed Pig Ib shows a 5 ijm x 5 um
AI'M contact mode image corresponding to a OMHJ ht layci
lormcd and deposiied M pli 2. The niic;i siirlaee is practically
lull} covered at this pH value i87'^ surface coverage). Tlie sur-
(¡ice coverage ratios shown correspond with the mean value of
ihc analysis of at ¡cast live images obtained on each »inple ,i i ilif-
tctenl locatiiuiv Iliedaikei hulescortcspond totlK!micaMiitacc
am! can he uvcil to assess (tie heighl i>f the hiiayer, 4.6 ̂  03 uni.
ljij!. le shows a 5 fim y 5 (im Al-'M contact mode image where
the DVtPC' hilayet has Ix'en t'onnedamlde|XistK'(i a( pH 4. It»this
case, aciintpaet huge hilayer is also observed. c\ en ihotigh in ihis
case (he uncovered mica surface rcgii>» i.s higher than in [:tg. I t )
<74'ï surlítec coverajíe). A eross-settiim of l·i;^. le is shown in
Fiji. I c.l. where Ihc height of the bilayer can he measured to
be 4.5 ±03nm. Fig. Id-f also shows 5(xm x 5 |Am images of
a DMPC bilayer form«! and deposited at pH 7.0 (fij; I d i. pi I
10 (¡;ig le) ami pH 12 (Rg. If). !t is cleui that as the pH value
is increased and the surface ptHcntial acquia-s a mure negative
%.iiue. (he degree of hilayer coverage decreases (55'* at pH l.tt.
4K'¡; at pH 10 and Ï2'Â at pH 12i. and the formed hiiaycrs arc
less eompacl and far less fusioneu. We conclude, the», thai pH
has an important etleci on meinhtane deposition on mica. In
oaferto cheek whether this tendency is aisu oi»s<-i ve<l with otlKT
hydtoptiilic substrates, we have performed the same-deposition
procedure on a Sit 1 1 1 ) substrate exhibiting a native Si(b layei
on us surface. Silicon oxide surface exhibits negative charge at
pH values >V5amlalmi«l no charge ( fu l ly protODdttxl ttpedes)
a) l i iwei-pH values |42). Fig. 2shows5 urn / 5 |i.mAl-M contact
mode images of a DMPf" liilayer loinied and dcf^sitcd 41 pH í
iF-ig. 2ai. pH 7 i Tig. 2b!andpH l^iFig 2c> These results indi
cate that (he same tenUencv observed upon mica deposition is
observed on SiO; surface: at low pH values (liposome posttivelv
charged \. ¡he de¡x>s«uon and vpreadiog of the bilayer on the nega-
tively charged surface is favored (fig. 2a. W'< surface coverage i
whereas .¡i higher pll values (f-ig. 2b}. elccinislalic (cptitsion
between negatively charged liposome and surface results in a

low degree of surface coverage or even in an absence of surface
coat tnp i Bg. 2e. S-8';< surface coverage). The cross-section pro-
fite of Fig. 2a (Fig. 2a. 1 ! allows to measure the height of the
siip|x>rted hilayer (4.7 ± (1.2 ntn). whietl is in ver) goíxi actoi •
(lancv with ihe ¡thtaiiuxl rcsuils obsermsi in Tig k I

In order to systematically study the role oí ionic strength on
(he liposome fusion process we liase reproduced the sanie exper-
iment depicted in Bg. I. In this ca.se. wo have kepi constant
the pH value (pH 7) and we have measured the /eta poten-
nal value al. different ionic strengths. The (vsulls arc shown in
Hg. Vi. AcciXilmg tu these results. a( pH 7 liposomes are neja-
lively charged from 0 niM ionic strength (tieioni/ed waler pH 7.
-12* 1.6tnV> to 100 mM NaCl. where the /ero charge point
is found. Ujxm further inert-asing the kmic stiength value up lo
physiological values ( 1 50 mM Nat.'! * 20 mM MgCh i a net pus-
t t ivc /eta potential is measured (6.86±2JmV), resulting in a
positive surface charge. The protxihle divalent cation preference
tor membrane binding |4 *| may also help lo reverse the obtained
net /eia p<>iennal value (troni negative values to positive vai-
nest Recalling the negative surface charge of nuca al different
ionic strengths, the prot'ess of vesicle déposition and fusion
into a flat bilayer may be also favored ai high ionic strengths
(negative surface-positive liposome surtace) in v tew "I the elec-
trokinelte results observed m l-tj!. 'a This is espenmonlally
confirmed upon AJRvl contact mtxlc intakes. Fig. ̂ b-e shows a
5 M.DI x 5 [xm images of a DMPC hilayvr forme«] and deposit«)
atiiniM NaCi (Fig. ïh). 50rtiM NaCl (Fig. 3e). KXtiriM NaCl
(f-ig. 3d) and !50mM NaCI + 20mM MgCI.. íl;ig. .Vi. As ü
can be clearly observed, as the ionic strength of ihe system
increases, the degree of surface coverage ts also increased ¡5 1 '<
at OmM Na<:i. ftS'S at 50 mM NaCl. 80^ at 100 mM NaCl ami
'•>! '* at l5»m,M NaCl -.-20 mM MgtT;) since the /eta poten-
tial value becomes less negative Uir even posiiive a! high ionic
slrengflu.

.f 2 Tin' rolï (¡j ¡
»MI'C t>ita\erx

' urençtti tm tht:

So lar we hase dealt with the role uf mn bindms am.!
pH i·ii the deposition process of unikiineliar lijTosomes onto
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Í02« .

Fiii. 5 U>t',l'Olim0fl0i ítK f -pOtCOaiiïl V^ÍHt'üí ¿DMÏt' «Hït;ïílH.'íl;» fíJWWffJír l·OÍUÍKí« itf. ííti' íí)Hlf Sfft'îiiîiîl (M lífCr írA-'aMílWí; íu>hfli<<íi i^ 'íilíUXÍ T'he ífH VahïC t>f fíttít

tneasarin; solution i* kept «>ii-aia a! pH ? A S finí x J tun conwi racttï AFM image» of a »»ea-Miftw10' !>MCC' lulav« íuniiut jnd ik'¡x>s!tc<l mï<íc-i <5iiï;r,;m
witic sfrcnylh tafwM (l»OmM NaCLltiSOniM XaC'l. ¡lli IMinVl VtOaiKjí-ji iSOniM sàCtt20riiM MgC!...

hydrophthc surfaces, i.e. the míe that cations piay within the
suitacc-hoo.soim' interface. Besides, calions aKopíay un mi¡x>r-
taní míe upitit binding iwo neighboring phosphoiipid ñu'ícenles
together through (be curhoiryl of (he hcadgroup. iltus eu-alins
.1 huge network linked through entions and waier molecules,
as recent molecular dynamic), simulation'. pnxJici. the cation-
binding process results then in a closer divtance helween
¡tu>!<,\:uics ¡lower a¡c;i ¡x;i- moiecule value) yielding ;i nnsre
peeked structure, which increases (he slivnglh oi lateral inter-
actions between neighboring nwleeuJes. This molecular reor-
s:j!)i/L(¡io¡) in Ite presence oi cations is related to ¡i different
(nanoimcxhaiiical lespitnsc of (lie uifnitxaiK' up<iii the applica-
tion of force indeed, ihe increase of (¡itérai inferaeiioits can he
,f-ses^ed ihiiiîkv fo the increase in the loiee needed tn puncture
the membrane with the Ai-M tip ,is the ionic strength oí the sys-
tem is increased. This fací c;in íxí observed in Fitr. 4A. «-here
iive force curves on a DM PC hi layer are shown. In í-ig. 4Aíai,
the membrane was loi used and deposited underdcionized wuter.
pH 7.4. and the membrane tndentution ¡'which is iclmed to the
discontinuity in the plot)occurs at T7 iiN. This force \alue cor-
wsponds to ihe lixve at which the tip penetrates the membrane,
which is related lo the onsei of phiitic defut mation tn f-'ij; 4Afhl
( s t i i v iM N'iiCIt the yield threshold nceuis ¿it f j .OnN. Upon
tiitiea^ins! the ionic strength up to 75mM Nat"! < l ¡« 4A(c})
the yield threshold value occurs at 9.0nN, at 100niM NaCI
(i-is? ÍA(d)) the yield ihreshokl force occurs a! I I . I nN. ami
limilly. ai high ionic sirength (l5t!mM Nad + MgC'K which
¡niinies physiological conditions) (he yield threshold force value
occurs at I .S.InN (Fis!. 4A(ei). According to these results it
seems clear that the effect of ion-binding is related to the increase

of memrsrane resistance upon hreakthroiisih. These values are
statistically continued in a recent publication, when: we aKo
aiwlv/ed the di lièrent forces ¡hat play » significant role in the
tiiinomechattics of the lipid hilayers !-S[. According to these
expentncntul results. DLVO forces occurring between the sub
strate and the AFM lip only account for the first stages ot the
force plot ( range up i<> a few hundreds oi pN >. At higher torces.
the membrane deforms eUtstiecilly unti! it is im langer able u»
withstand the force eterted by the AFM lip. At this moment the
tip penetrate* the membrane giving rise to a discontinuity in the
force-distance curve. The width of the jump is related to the
height o! the iiieifibiüite. as it is shown in Fig 4B. where the
cvii lution of the width of the mmp w i t h ionic -.trcngth !•> vlnnvn
According to these results, the width of the jump decreases
with the ionic strength until reaching .1 plate,.«) at 75 mM.
This trend can be interpreted in terms of ihe role that the elas-
tic deformation plays upon ihe membrane mtnoniechimics: ai
low ionic strengths the membrane compactness is rather lim-
ited and therefore the membrane is easily punctured, and the
width of ihe jump accounts for the totaf height of ihe membrane,
iiv assessed through AF.Vt images. At higher ionic slrcnaihs.
however, the bilay« can he elastic-ally deformed before being
penetrated in the AFM tip. During (his clastic defnrmatton
the AFM tip is exerting an inercí»tngíy higher force on the
membrane, so that the membrane can be elastically squec/ed.
When the membrane is no longer able lo withstand this applied
l'orbe, the ¡ump in the force plot occurs, and in ihts case the
disiaitce that the AFM lip has to travel t i t reach the suhstiate
is lower (less pic/o-displacement) since the bilayer hail been
previciusly elasiicaily deformed. The force M which the mem-
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hi<me hie.ik-> (nn\el ot pï.ixtic (iclornianunl can he then tM^fv
assessed h> theüisiontinuil) inihctoixeplot nioloicoatwhii.h
tins dtstontiiuiil} iitiurs can !x- llh.ii icutided as ihe (ing<.t
print uf nicinbrani: <naiM)mdl><inti.jl "-uhiluj .mil u is reUited
U> the tip jpproachtnE vclotily |22), ioni>. stitrigth |2^| tem-
per Jl u re |2l) and phospholtpiü chemic.ü oompvisttton ot fhc
hiíaycr [44] 'Hw síiine tendency has hetn obsencd upon lat-
eral toice nncrostop> studies [ 15] Dicretme, we come lo ¡he
cimclusion ih.it jtoiviK forti imuoscopj through Us foRcspct-
troscops mode is the only technique ihat allows to tw\o a picture
ol the ndnoinci.funii.s. of ihe process at the nanonewfon so.t(e
and at the single molecule level bésales molecular dvnamies
simulations

mm u -( w V (íft^ Ví> W>

J í TVií f^í'i t o) íhe \ttbiiwte on (lie »aiimneí htuui s of the
\\ittm

llianks to the use ol the atomic- loree microscopy images
we have assessed that liposome fusion and deposition is a pro-
cess dial is highly dependenl on the pH and the ionic sirengtlt
ol the measunng medium, two mir»triant variables to be kept
under control in electrochemistry experiments Furthermore,
lorce speclroscopv reveals 10 be the suitable tool w hen H comes
to studying ihe nanomcehameal res|xinse oi the bilavet undei
the application of loice Ihanks In the lotvc \ptxuo\cop\ mode
we have i\penmeiitatly ptovtd that innic slringth plavs also
an impoiuint tolo in the tnteifaee between two neighboimg
molecules, givmg use to an overall more packed structure with
enhanced mechanical response Next sicp is ihcn to decouple
the (possible! confribulionsol the substrate on ihe nanomcchan-
leal beha\ 101 of ihe membrane indeed, in biosensor lechnologv
it is important to assess iltat the properties ot the lunclmnal
i/ed !a\cr are (little) mlluenced by the natuie ol the substrate m
order to have reproducible results lo ihtsaitn we have compared
the nanoniechamcal tesponse ol a DM PC btlayer deposited on
mica at OmM Nad ictetom/ed water) pH 7 (Hepes/OH) wi th
the naftomechanical response of the same membiane under the
same expeliinental conditions deposited on the SiOi substiale
and also under IresltK annealed Ihvdropluhtl |^j gold The
histograms corresponding to the breakthrough torces lor the
three experiments <uv shown in I ig 5 11« "ia shows the his-
togram coi lespondmg to (he yield threshold force obtained on a
DMPC bilayersupportex! on mica, whereas the histogram shown
ml ig >bcorrcspondstolhesamebilaversup[x>ricxJonSiC)2and
on gold (l·i£ Si) Gaussian luting to 1 in *>a vields a threshold
force value ol 111 ±0 'SnN vvhuvas in the CASC ol J-ig 5b
the \ield threshold torce value Occuis at í 28~0()?nN" an<l
in the case oi gold the \tekl thieshold toa e value OCCUIN at
^ -44 ±() HtiN Thea'loru, the dillercme tviween the resuhs
concerning (he three substrates is -9'*, which is lower than
the uncertainty obtained for spring constan! calibration (~ 15fí i
[46] \Ve can conclude then, thai we are indeed measuring
ihe ' Hue" najnoimxhankal response ot ihe bilaver and that no
eflecl nf the substrate is lound upon statistical tieatnient oí ihe
yieiJ threshold loree value data Finally, we have conducted
the same experiment on a hsdrophohic substrate H4| such as
AFlfcS-íunclionalí/ed nuca surtace In this case, the bilaser
would probably .icquirc a reverse structure, with Ihe hydropho-
bte utls fa«, ing Ihe simstiate fljeielote, u is inleresiing to assess
vi heihcr Ihe reverse c ontoi motion ot the bilayer would give i ise
to ttie same yield thieshold forte value than the one ohsuved
lor (he three hsdrophihc substrates above commented l·ig *>d
shows ihe histogiaiii corresponding lo the yield threshold values
oí a ÜMPO bil.iyer supported m the mtea-funclionah/ed sub
strate Gaussian tilting lo the histogram yields the force value
of 36^2:0 J2nN Ahhough further experiments ¡in difleiem
hydrophobie subslralcs such as graphite should be conducted
these preliminary results suggest that the mechanical resistance
oí thebilavei a! the nanometerscaîc remains the same regardless
of the orientation thai (he bslayer acquîtes in the deposition pro-
cess as a consequence oí the h)di ophibc/liydrophihc natuie ot
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5.4.3.1 Summary

This work represents the logical step forward after the paper presented in

section 5.4.1. The nanomechanies of phospholipid SPBs had been studied by Force

Spectroscopy, that is, by applying a vertical compression to the sample, and the

samples proved to be more resistant as / value increased. Now it was time to study

their frictional behavior to complete the nanomechanies characterization of the

bilayers. To do that, we developed an LFM system able to work in liquid

environment, which was a real challenge, as there was only one previous paper that

presented quantitative LFM experiments in liquid medium331. The obtained results

can be summarized as follows:

• The Ff vs. Fv curves obtained on PC SPBs in liquid environment revealed the

presence of three nanotribological regimes. First of all, an extremely low Ff

value region at low loads corresponding with a soft contact between the tip and

the sample. The DLVO model predicts an electrostatic repulsion between the two

surfaces so the lubricant behavior of the bilayer in this regime is due to the long-

distance interaction between them. In simple words, the tip is surfing on the
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surface of the electrochemical double layer, while the bilayer surface remains

untouched. The second regime is reached when the tip contacts the sample and

deforms it. As a consequence, there is a sharp increment of the F f value. Finally,

the tip contacts the substrate. Interestingly, the range ofFv values corresponding

to each regime is heavily affected by the presence of ions in the medium.

Basically, the disruption of the bilayer takes place at higher Fv values as I

increases, in accordance with previous Force Spectroscopy experiments.

• The topographic signal recorded simultaneously to the friction

measurements reveal that the presence of ions highly modifies the bilayer

recovery velocity. Then, bilayers in pure MHHQ water quickly recover from the

damage inflicted by the tip during the friction experiment while, in the case of a

bilayer in physiological environment, the sample damage remains after the

conclusion of the Ff vs. Fv experiment.
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Study of Frictional Properties of a Phospholipid Bilayer in
a Liquid Environment with Lateral Force Microscopy as a

Function of NaCl Concentration

Gerard Oncms, Sergi Garcm-Manyes, and Fausto Sanz

CREBEC and Department of Physical Chemistry, Chemistr\ Facultv Unueisit\ of Barcelona
Martí i Franques 111, 08028 Barcelona Spain

Receued March 9, 2005 In Fina! Form Ma\ 23 2005

Friction properties of 1 2 dimyristojl sn glyccro 3 phosphocholmo (DMPC) supported plimr bihjeis
deposited on mica were tested in a liquid en\ironment by lateral force microscopy The presence of these
bilayers was detected by imaging and force measuiements with atomic force micioscopy To test how the
piesence of NaCl affects the fuctional properties of the phosphohpid bila\ers foui DMPC bilayers weie
prepari d on mica in saline media ranging from 0 to 0 1 M NaCl Changes m the 1 tit ral v b v ei tic, il forte
curves were lecorded is a function of NaCl concentration and related to structur il changes induced in the
DMPC bilayer by electrolyte ions Three friction regimes weie observed as the vertical force excited by
tho tip on the bilayer mcieased To leíate the friction response to tho structure of the DMPC bilayei
topographic images were recoideil at the same time as friction dita Ions in solution screened clurges
present in DMPC polar heads leading to more compact bilayers As i consequence the vertic il force it
which the bilayer broke during friction experiment« incieased with NaCl concentiation In addition the
topographie images showed that low NaCl concentration bilayers rccov er more easily due to the low cohesion
between phosphohpid molecules

Introduction
Self assembled phoaphohpid layers have been exten

sively researched in recent decades The fact that these
structui es are common in cell membranes has led to their
use as models for the study of a wide \ariety of biological
questions such as ion channel imaging in cell membranes,1

biomembrane modeling and a great many processes in
the fields of biophysics, chemistry2 and medicine Phos-
phohpid layers are particularly important in cancer
research1 and biosensoi development4 Supported planar
bilayers (bPBs)'ir are widely used to study interaction
and adhesion forces between cell» and between individual
phosphohpid molecules-, diffusion of phospholipids, and
insertion of piotems into membranes"8 The nature of
these two dimensional layers has permitted the study of
electrostatic, steric and \ m der Wa Us forces th it
maintain their cohesion SPRs have been obtained on
several kinds of surfaces, such as glass, silicon silicon
nitride, qu irtz, and mica,9 md with various deposition
techniques 10 u namely, spin coating,1 ' Langmuir—
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rupture of natural cell m< mbranes ' Atòmic foiee mi
croscopy (AFM) has provi d a suitiblí tichnique for the
study of such svstems is it sheds light on tho structure
and l»po¿r iph> ofSPBs Previously scanning tunm ling
microscopy ( STM) had been used to obtain high resol ution
images of amphiphihc hpid bilayers ' ls although the
nonconducting nature of the phosphohpid bilayers led to
some controversy about the interpretation of the images
obtained With AFM the molecular topographic resolution
of these systems'" ^ and the morphology of SPBs under
various conditions could be studied ¿ ¿ In addition to
the surface force apparatus (SFA), s AFM is a sensitive
and versatile technique for testing the mechanical prop
erties of monolayers bilayeis, and thin films in an
extremely local way, offering a w ide substrate choice and
range of pressures applied to the layei
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Although some studios of ahsorhod phospholipid layers
on silicon nitride surfaces have shown that they are strong
lubricants and appear to be crucial in joint lubrication
and in the composition ofsynovial (luid,™ little is known
about the frictional response of SPBs. Lateral force
microscopy (LFM) has been widely used in the study of
the frictional and elastic properties of organic thin films
and self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkylsilox-
anes.31~3r' It provides quantitative force measurements,
thanks to the development of techniques able to calibrate
the vertical:lii~3s and lateral39''1" spring constant of the
probes. In the past, almost all studies involving LFM were
performed in air due to the mechanical instabilities that
arise when measurements are done in a liquid environ-
ment, partly due to the high density of the medium and
to the turbulences that are created as the tip scans the
sample. Hay et al.41 showed that lateral force contrast
could be obtained in aqueous solutions. Other authors
used LFM to obtain quantitative friction measurements
on different surfaces, while ramping the vertical force
applied on the sample. Along these lines, Binggeli et al.42

studied the influence of humid i ty on friction measure-
ments and discussed the effect of the water meniscus that
forms between the tip and the sample and Clear et al.43

tested the frictional properties of alkanesilanes immersed
in alcohols of different lengths. In the field of biological
samples, Grant et al." studied the mechanical properties
of l,2-clioleoyl-s/i-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) bi-
layers by means of LFM and AFM vertical force spec-
troscopy in a liquid.

Recent theoretical calculations have revealed the critical
role of NaCI in the structure of phospholipid bilayers and
have shown how the phosphocholine polar heads present
in some phospholipid molecules pack in a more compact
way as NaCI concentration increases.4546 This was ex-
perimentally confirmed by our group, which performed
force spectroscopy on l,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholinc (DMPC), 2-dilauroyl-.svi-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DLPC), l,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DPI'CI, and l-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
pho.sphoethanolamine (POPE) and detecteu! the force at
which the phospholipid bilayer breaks as a function of
NaCI concentration.4"
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The aim of the study reported here was to detect the
structural changes induced by various amounts of NaCI
on a DMPC bilayer by means of lateral force microscopy
in a liquid environment and to give a bettor insight into
the mechanical interaction between the tip and bilayer as
friction between them is created at increasing vertical
forces. One of the first studies of LFM in liquid media, it
opens upa now path for studying the frictional properties
of biological samples under a wide range of conditions
and obtaining quantitative force values.

Experimental Section
Materials. DMPC at > 98% purity was obtained from Sigma.

Chloroform at >99.8% purity was obtained from Fluka and
analysis-grade ethanol at 99.9% purity from Carlo Erba. Water
was purified by distillation followed by deionization in an ion-
exchange unit and then passage through a Milli-Q RG system
consisting of charcoal filters, ion exchange media, and a 0.2 urn
filter. CLLS-grade mica was obtained from Meta fix (Montdidier,
France).

Sample Preparation. DMPC was dissolved in chloroform/
ethanol (3:1) to give a final DMPC concentration of 2 mM. This
solution was maintained at —10 °C. A 500 «L aliquot was poured
into a glass vial, and the solvent was evaporated with a nitrogen
flow, leaving a DMPC film at the bottom of the vial. Then water
was added to a final DMPC concentration of 500 //M. Because
of the low solubility of DMPC in water, the vial was subjected
to 30s cycles of vortexing and sonication until n homogeneous
mixture, always protected from light and maintained at 0 °C,
was formed. Four aliquots of 50 /iL were poured into four
eppendorfs, with addition of 0.3 M NaCI aqueous solution and
Milli-Q water buffered with l,l,l-triphenyl-3,3,3-tris(m-tolyl>-
disiloxane (TRIS; pH 7.0), toobtain 0,0.01,0.05, and 0.1 M NaCI
solutions. Prior to use, mica surfaces were glued to Teflon disks
with water-insoluble mounting wax. A 50 «L sample of DMPC
and a 0 M NaCI solution were applied to cover a 0.5 cm2 freshly
cleaved piece of mica for a deposition time of 35 min. After that,
the mica was rinsed three times with 100 til. of Milli-Q water.
Finally, 100/iLof Milli-Q waterwas poured onto the mica surface,
making it ready for imaging and friction experiments. The same
process was applied for the rest of the DMPC-NaCl solutions,
with care taken to use a rinsing and imaging medium of the
same NaCI concentration as the DMPC previously poured onto
mica. The liquid cell (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA)
was thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water and ethanol and finally
dried with a nitrogen flow before the start of the experiments.

AFM and LFM Measurements. All friction and topographic
data presented were obtained with a Dimension 3100 atomic
force microscope attached to a Nanoscope Pv' electronic controller
(Digital Instruments). All the experiments were performed at a
constant temperature of 20 °C. Previous studies show that the
DMPC main-phase transition takes place around 24 °C,IS so our
measurements were performed on the gel phase. An OMCL
TR400PSA (Olympus, New York) 200//m long triangular silicon
nitride cantilever backside-coated in gold was used. Its vertical
spring constant was set at 0.12 ± 0.02 N/m by measuring the
change in the resonant frequency of the loaded and unloaded
cantilever16 with an MFP-1D atomic force microscope (Asylum,
Santa Barbara, CA). To add mass to the cant ¡lever. 5 //m nominal
radius tungsten spheres were used (Novascan, Ames, IA). The
spheres were suspended in acetone, spread on a glass slide, and
imaged with the optical stage of the MFP-1D. Then, one of them
was picked up with the cantilever by capillarity, with avoidance
of any kind of glue. This is a nondestructive method and avoids
the error caused by the mass of glue applied. To achieve good
results with this calibration technique, it is crucial to measure
as accurately as possible the real radius of the spheres and so
calculate the added mass. To get the mean radium of a tungsten
particle on a glass slide, one was chosen and imaged with the
MFP-1D optical stage. Because the optical stage was beneath
the sample, it was possible to image the tungsten particle and
the tip at the same time. Then, the particle was moved with the

(48) Enders, O.: Ngezahayo, A.: Wiechmann. M.: Leisten. F.; Kolb.
H.-A. Biuphfs. J. 20O4, S7.Ò.2522.
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Vertical Force (nN>

Figur« 1. Friction fore? vg vertical force curve obtained on
bare mica in Milh-Q water. Used as a reference for measure-
mints on DMPC biliiyers. The error bars represent the
confidence intervals (851* CI. number of samples 25(3).

aim of the tip and imaged again. Thi» process was» repeated four
time*. giving; rise t« ,î r.-whii* variation around HK->. The mean
radius was used to eaicuhite the weight of the sphere. Tru:n, the
-Sisy» of the particle was compared with UK- c&ntitaver length,
•A-riich had been previously m<>a»ured v/rth a BH2-I7MA tip! «a i
ímc«:««;«! (Olympus!. Then, the tip was maix>tai»«d iii a water
environment. Sir 2 h ¿rt 20 'O ix'fore the biiginnixtg of l he tnrcio»
measureme.nu untí! » äiabie reflection of the laser on the
phutadataetar was achieved. Because «f i he downward beuduig
of the cantilever on iricr<-.'i.Mi\s: S »CM i.oiicentraî.irtii that was
obftftrved in prtiiiinuiary experiment*. Oie ííí:ser w;ts initial h;
iidjystwl .•«> as a« always remain reftee!«! around th<? centra!
zone of the photodiode th.»i had been previously found by force
curv(-s •<:• have ü hm-.tr rct-fKuii-.i To previas t ¡jossibîe wrtic.iä
fituj laterai photodiode s*n? ¡tivity chiin^ and to obtiuu com-
î!,iî-;ih;e friction results. DMÍ'C' friction e<cp»-:ni«i>nts nnd líit¡>ríi!
eaübfatioD* were performed with the same tip. with the zone of
laser inciden«! or¡ the c«n!:Uov<-r cl!a«a;iii£ as httie ;:is j»ssib!e.
The apex of the tip was rubbed on nuca before, the experiments
to remove :is|x>rittes and vo ensure a lip radtuü aríiunfíijíJ * 10
Hin. Thi» pro«;« is. crucial to. obtaining repnxauc.ibie «»suits'3

Laïí-r.ii scrïsitivily of Che cant ¡lever wascalctütitixt hy scürminf;
oí SrTiOs and tus methnd of Ogtetree et ai.'" Thi» lacerai
mlibrtlliun was done uiücier water. I t i n-pr¡»i««> t>xf>er!niental
«militions :ix dowly «n |ms»ii->!;>. Bctwci';! .«ünipli-», Ihe tip »-»s
hix»e*i with the KaCI medium of She foiiowúi^ sample 'A-ithi.wl:
bcuig removed from the AKM holder, TO a» to maintain «instant
f;hot«ii«iie »eiifiitiviiy. Thero was- a ¡S na:¡ wait before- friction
to íiít ihe cantiiav«raceotamoalit»ti) tiie new Naf 'I concentration.
During fric-uiK! experiraentu. the tip and the «uitiiever were
aivvayri immersed in the ¡¡queous meditini. For the sake- of
sjtnplicity, only one set of experiments ta given m this ¡>!>\if>'
ReproducibUtty was testixl with varions tiirn and sampie». ami
if. wjis found t.hal. friction force n>produi:ibü¡ty was higher ! KK* i
(vf tips coining fnxn the same hatch than fbf dUTereat batch tips-
f'JW I Neven heic-ss. the shape. ;»)<! general trend of the friction
fora v» vertical fore« experiments was. con?i»U'nt foi SO'ï of the
UiiiUrd tips. Ala lip? were worn down prior to uf-u io a radiu» of
f>0 -, ¿Sum.

Force i.·urveí' we«' ohtsinsd at a »tiui rate of I í tz and with
a '¿ ríiüf.i- of'fií H) «m. ami the raw data ;>f deM«ti»r voltajfp veri. us-
?a!!!(>io¡«??,<.) volt; ¡4'ev, <•!-<>(:»! ivert«! to lo!!'etli?i>la«"!iii>ritx-t!ivi'S.
iollovíinj; thiï ineríuid dc^rntted elsewhere.*1 The ¡jams we« -itt
,;i aiïíiïnd í -2 to ensure :> cotsstaiit vertical forw; on the layers
throughout th« friction loops. Fricticn dal« wen? o)rt»in<>d !;>
»vfvtigíng Íï5fi consecutive friction loo;» wit lî "> ! '.î pixels |>er line
rcKo!«iion for svtsry vertical force vîiiu«. Edge« of frirtitm bops
were removed io red»«? artifocts ansiíig l'rom the lever turning

Figure 2. AI'M topographic images of DMK' hiln>-cr«,. 01 M
N.iC'l- fiu after rínning with (i.l M Na<?l aqueous siilntion; thl
without the rinsing process. Spurious contamination on the
surface makes the latter unsuitable for friction measurements.

Pïezo oispsacemenî (rtmj

Figure 3. Penetration curve obtained on a DMPC btiavet
depnsileij »n mica al different Nad coni3?ntrat ion?: <a ! Milli-Q
water; U» 0.01 M NaC'l; KM 0.05 M NaCI; id> 0.1 M N'iiCI. The
breaktltrough reveals Ihe presence of ihe hilayer. A more
(lefoíileï! ^ía)istti:a! (realment íïf peiieinitum cim;es obíaineti
¡it différent NüCl concentj-ations is presented elsewhere.*7

around Trie tnt^riil sefti'uung ar>?a of every friction loop was set
1« L6«i/(iri / 0.2üiü with a tip velociiy <it' lu 7 «ni'* ÍSvím íhough
th.1 width of the iririton i.-xips proved ronsbutt for « up veiocj-y
of 2 aiiiA onward, the experiment?, we«? performs«! at a higher
rate bt^fiíise »f ¡a IsíUer fti^n<¡.v'»f ii**; ratio. In friction experi.wen.is.
the vc; riiau fore« Owasaefined a* tbe force exerteáor.íÍK-surfoce
by the tip when the«1 is ¡10 signal ixrtxlback îrexa the microscope
<un.(iistt>rt<:d «iutUI«vt>r def1i?cui»n Ix-fbre the saisple is ap-
piwwhet) '. As adhesive forces ace negügibit; in i!» ííxjX'riíDent»
n^sirtiKÍ in i.his study, ¡\ftcu ive ven ¡caí forces are »of; «¡eluded.

• 4 f t ; i?iai:, I...: Xi««. X.: We«, S. Ijotn^muit 2000, ;<! !ï 'vi.'
¡SOi »acker. W. A.: Senden,T ¿;nutria?, R M L·i,,jíi>t,ii? l!*9ä

UMl.

Figure I shnws ;i friction i-sjx'rirnet!! on cie.in mica in
pure Mitli-Q water used fis a r*foroi)Cft for further
experiments on 1 )MFC bi layer*. Aft^r thi«, the first 0MB.y
bilaycr was furnuxl on micsi arid a frietion ^e,t of data was
measured Ai show« in Figure 2. Lhf rinsing prowss prior
t« i irrjging was erucia! n> obtftitting DM PC islands without
¡spurious contamination and gave riso to smooth islands
ca. 6 urn iiif;h, l i For the purpose of this -'luily, (.slands
were more desirahle than complete bilayom hociiuse the
[»•esena1 of holen tmahlftí its io oonfirni tl«> (iressence of
the biiayer and measure its height. The DMPC islands
w¡>r¡> Siicge enough t» prevent the tij> from lest ing í)MíS^

near the. rim oi'thft
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Figure 4. Lateral force vs vertical for« curves on DMPC bilayers in an aqueous environment, NaCI concentration is uO O M, íb)
0.01 M. (el 0,05 M. ami (d) 0.1 M. Graphs are accompanied by hiliiyer topographic images < I .CO * 02 .»ro) obtained simultaneously
with the friction daw. The error bars represent the confidence interval« (at 95%, number of, «ample* 256). A reference lateral force
vs vertical force curve obtained on mica i.« included in every panel (dashed line). Curves were divided into three regions. Uic
beginning of each of which is labeled I, 2, and 3. The first region shows an extremely low friction force because of the repulsive
electrostatic interactions <im< to DMPO polar heads and the tip. During the M>COI«! region, the tip errai«; defects or Ijegirts to break
the bilayer and the latera! fore« increases steeply. The second region is not visible in curi-iis ;>. and b. In the Kurd region Ute tip
contacts the mica beneath Ui<- bilayer. (e) shows the verticil forces ¡it which the second region begins as n function of KaCI

As shown previously,7-'""' bilnycrs br<>;»k iindor th<-
pressure «xert«! by Ui«,> tip, giving a typical discontinuity
in th« indentation Curve known as •'bniakthcinigh". Figure
it shows a set of pénétration curves registered on DMPC
islands at different. NaO coii«iritraf,ions. A sudde.n
indentation jump in thoïíe cuj"V(»,s means that the DMPC
bilayttr brc-aks under thy pressure i»x«rted by the tip. A»
can ixt um<n, the breakthrough fon» increases with the
Nad concentration. This fkct will b<i considered in more
detail in the Discussion nod in a future j>ii[K-r,'r in which
th<> en'fct of ionic strength on thp mechanical stability of
¡}hoí!¡:>ht)Í!í>ii:l balayer» will be studied by fort* s|:*ct,rosc»()y.

•al'' Schneider,.).: Baiçer. W.; l¿x, tí U L·irtgnuit 2««. 1.9. 18!W

After breaking of the tiiiayer, there is a hard-wail contact
between the tip sind the mica, which is seen in the
psitietration curves! as a ver>' steep region after the
breakthrough. Penetration curves were also obtained to
check the appropriât« vertical force range for iriction
meiisurfixnenis, i««au.s«i they sh<tw the vertical forcií at
which the bilayer is punctured and give an idea of the
force at which the bilayer breaks during lateral force vs
vertical force curves. The breakthrough distance is --5
nm fcomparabk- to the width of the DMPC bilayer).
although the distance bei.w<?«n the begin;) irig of i.he
repulsive zone and the hard-wail contact is greater than
the height of the DMPC hilayer. This effect has
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rpported ¡>re\wni,"¡y by Hicaiof et id."** iox-ofher pfmhph«-
hpiíl systems. The Authors attributed this effect w UK.-
¡«< -ser!«! of u Sipid biliiyer on ¡he *«rf,«3- <it (hi* tip, hut
Franz at aï, " only obtain«! similar result-: when usinsf a
lip with M big ifuiUix. They highlighted th<> variuliility <>f
the tip covet-ago «ml (iho^pholipid structure* on tin- tip.
To clarify iliix point, we designed a specific twt: friction
loops were made on ¡«tea with a t ip previously iwed to
¡••can a DMB' biUyerand comparé lo the friction loop.«
<«) ime.i obtained with a fresh up. The result* .showed
that, ullhousrh th<-re wits A contamination e Reel that J< <i
tu random deviation from lini'isrity in i!u> («terni fort«» vs>
vertical fore« graphs, under our conditions there» wax no
evidence nf the formation of a compact bäl'iyer when xuicoo
nitride tips oi'ca, 50 nm rod it» WPIO useu.

Figure 4 sbowx lateral fnrce v.< vertical fiirce curve» un
DM PO üt diffwní Nafl concentrations. Topographic
images xliüWíUWdeeachcun-e were obtaiíU'd, u Uu> same
moment. < >nly t ho mast representat ¡v<* U)po#r:iphic imagos
are shwn in the present study. The four friction curve*
in Fijíuie-í h;m> in common aniflifl · i l region ia which th<
friction coefficient « near 0, which mean* that, while the
vertical fora- exi-ru-d on thex^rapii'ioc'reaseh, í he lateral
force ivsponse remains almost tonitant. The initial region
end.-i with the i.ppoanmce of lnj>ogr<í¡)l¡ic defects on th<;
Furfact- of th« bifnyor, creau-d by tho tip at vertical fore (•#
yf2.fi, ',i.$, 4.S, and S.S ftN. ressjx-ct i voJy, as sshowts in Figur»»
•1o. !t !,-< cl«ac, then, that 1 hi» higher t ho ionic s-tren^th, the
higher the vortical force at which defect,? «pp^ar on th<:
Wa> i>r. After í his. the stmpe of the lateral force vs< vert ical
force praph changes into a steí-per linear region. The
as-.«u'i.ílj»d tii}i«gj'íip!i¡c îniagetî sh<iw a variable incr«i,-,e
of layer damage depending on tht« N.iC'l concentration.
This wcond nvMÍt>i> appt-arx neither at O à! NaCí nor at
0.0 î M NfiCi. In a'ldit'mn, no t>>jxtf;r;(phiceviilenue of hwer
nipî un» was obsprvi-d at íhftíí; íídine eoneer. trat ton.?, and
n¡wt of the induced defects self-h<-al ¡̂  th<; vertical force
apphed on tho^ampSt- íncroaüos. At 0.05 and 0.1 M NaCl,
bilaycr rupture \VA* I0}jo«rra|ihica!iy detected during this
M'vomS i e-;km, i·'inuil.v, t ter« is í« thirii region Jii which the
kSojK! of tito lateral force vs vertical force curv<!# decre.tífcí
ió ¡natch the í'rittí(¡n i-oi-ffsüiení obtHÍne<i on it;tre mtc:t.
The i.'ttí-raí forte vs vortical force eun'fc obtained on mica
is included in Figure ta- ¡í as & reference discontinuous
iinn. At 0.05 and 0. l M the be^innini; of the third region
coinckl« í with the total dwaj'jiearaiice of the OMPO
bilayftr, a* shown on íh<¡ Mpogrophic tmngeä.

Rilayor defects were observeti at<), OJ . and fi.,5 ^f Nad
ítnd aj^jiesíceO at higher vertical forces« as toiiic atlrvngth
increased. No #isjn of defecte was found in the bilayer <if
Figure -1d. Acixirdint; to tbe resjxinxe «f DMIH' o^in.^t
vertical foret ext rterf hy the lip. the bitaycrs of Figure
4a,bilow Na(.lcunc<*ntmtti>n) ri-cwvere«! irotn defii-ls' anil
poor or nula propagation of them was, found, while the
Figure 4c.d curve« dUplay bilayer breakiiig ;iod 110
rtcovery capacity. Thi- increment of vertical force from
th<; thinning «¡f the *-vwnd «sg!on to the Ix-sinning; of the
third région is 3.."> iiN in the íiilrisi-r oí Figure -Ic and l .Ü
r>N in the bilayer of Figur« 4d, AH a con^e'iiM-nct, the
iran.<itxoo beiwe<¡n the HPorOlrictitm tegimftiRrxt rcgioni
and the contact between the tip and mic<ï i third region X
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ï<! ensure tint electrtwtatic re|inlriioti ceihice.s {»teral
force almorí to 0 nX, a<> in the, first region of the friction

CK

s. Experimental clectroehi.·mJcalçeUipto test the effect
of charged surface» 00 frictioa measurements in a liquid
environment: working elèctrode (\VE>, HUPt! surface; counter
íÍBCtrode (CE i, Pt wire. No voltage is applied tti (he tip. At pH
7, the lip is expected i<> have a s-Ligbtly uegiitive charge.^8

Vertical Fon» (a u )
Figure 6. Lateral force v* vertical force curve on IIOPG in an
aqtieod» medium buft'er«! with TRIS at pH 7, A-s a dUTe.rt-ot
intcalibrated tip was uM·d.utut'·iuv arbitrary. AAV w;u applied

.
elect nide 1 11! wire): «ilid dotí, AV ~= -0.3 V; empty dois. AV
« • 0,8 V. With a trUl of 0 032 C/m'.*' it can be'. «eon that
fridion d( pends on ;;«rfiice cltarat-î. The error b»rs represetu
titf conijdence mtervak i'JS'f ('I, number of saraple* ¿56).

í, a novel eJectrochemical experiment warf
a Swo-electroile eWtruchomicat sy<teiu, con-

>.'>u)!(iditrr. P P l>ij.-vm, A L·i>,fj:,'tn ZOOS ¡(I lit W
'ïS'Fi-w? V; t«i, S.MuilM-, H: (tanü-i-rc, K : I»»« «

Sui,'', H '¿WZ, ?,,í till

MS v/orkios; electrodí" and n í't íiUimeiit iis counU-r
t-Wctrode. w»# mounted in the AFXt c«W (see Figure 5 for
tlieexf-erimcütjii setup) and ¡inmcrxed ifiTRlS-buffeifd
water at pit 7, Potential of O.;t and — 0,3 V worn applied
ta the HOPO, and lateral force v* vortical force curves
«en- recordßd i Figure f i ) . As a .-silicon nitride tip has-' a
slightly negative chargo,'A friction car. b« modulated a« a
function of the -s*i< face charts* a ml lht> l;ïtei ai forcft can b<;
«:<S need lo nearly 0 when the tip and sample charp-í havo
the s:iine >*i>!ïi. It i* iin;»irt:iilt tu nute {luit, in íhí*
<-U>ctrothí>mical hetup, thn tip wa* not connected to any
í iectrode. so it.-* chaiire remained confiant during ihe
entireexjx-riinmt. ;Vi no rt-forence elect i wie was moimtod
in the electrocht-micai cell, voltages applied aro not
ahsuiiiii! value1*.

Discussion
This study corroborâtes the findings of t ïrant et al."

abcuit the mechanical behavior of phospholipid bilavers
iD< >PC in their case) in a ItijUKl environment. It used forco
.'(X'ctroscopy and friction measurements HÏKÎ provides new
insights into íaíecal force- vs vertical f'orco curvt-s. The-
first region omsiils of a n>(t contact bttweea the lipid
btlayer dejXHiteii on mica and tho tip. Ai can be <pen in
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Table J, Calm!«» of dam: tor Kvery Nad
Concentration, Applying OIA'O Theory, for a Contact

between Planar and Spheric«! '" ' " " — "

Orions et al.

N'aCI Pm x«
conca (M5 (nN>

P 01 SS
POT. t»
01 59

»M«.' cí.ars!«

- O C«
-01*
-t« 34

lío. of Na îoos
per JJMPC nxiííCTile

0.2
06
5 n

" í'iv v» is ulk.'» as, thi« i ¡nticaî !««•<> ta wMrli tht~ ftrsf Iwer.ï!
fun <• vs veí tir,-il fora? cmvp iegkir! en<t.->. A (>.S nma ;m>,i per DMPC*
tnftktule it> as&urfl<?d The rath uf Na wn» pcf DMPC mtlecu> í»
pvün

Figure ¡5. there is a repoasive zor.e at the beginning of the
contad region of lin» approaching forw curve that curi be
reiatod to the first region obtained in the friction curve?
shown in Figure 4. At low vertical («ids, the tip and the
surface show extremely km friction due to <i repulsive
electrostatic interaction.

Ti> undefstand why ihe first region 'electrostatic rr-pul-
f>ion i in the lateral foret v# vertical for«* eurves broadens
as NiiCl concentration increases. Derjajíuín—Landmi—
Verwey-Overboek theory il)LVO~!i was applied. When
interaction is between u flat ¡sample) und n hemispheric
(tip) charged surface

4.T.7,

' <> )Kr<- <'Ui<l otll> are the surface churgcs of the DM W
'C anri the tip. /£„,, is th<> radius of thp tip, anü À i^

the Dcbyt' length, f/,, is the Hotnakcr coníUinu and z i.->
!hi> iiif-t;mco ix-twct-n th<> t-ampk- ;«,<! the tip. Taking an
//., of 10 *'•' J ! value calcuUteJ for hydrocarbon? in waUT
by [5utt et ai."!, a o,,,, of ~0.0:i2 C/m" at pH T.O,'-1' and a
mean on··a ¡«>r moípciilcufí) fi mm*," \v<- uhtain the <>¡>,M;V
vakiPsî for the different saline conccntrauuns twu'rf, A#
a first approximation a'!<l to ohtain <|ualit:>li\v rosviät^
abfiut the ¡surface charge of DMl'C bilayet-s ¡it different
NaC'l coíicejiíratidiis. íhe íVi,vo nect^sary for these
<-aicti!ation# was con^ídered us the vertical forre at which
the first region in isiU-ral force vs vertical force curves
OIKÏÍ, which is beiiftvfd to be thf> voitical forro at which
the biluyer begins to ba damaged by the tip. As has* been
seen in Kigoie 3, pcm'lr:ttiiu) curvos pn-w-nt ft hre<ik-
through at higher forces when NaCl concentration is
iiifreai?«!. so fricf ¡on ros-ullssí'Pin to cutnplt'ineii(thi< fact-
It is írr.¡xirtant to note that this is « first approximation
in which the mechanical streitqt h of the bilayer is reduced
to an t'U'Ctrostattc interaction bftween the Uil.tver and
the tip. Future research liy oxir group will (nevos un
ría¡ if) ing this a^sun^i"! ion. Result? ¡<ro shown in Tafok11.
Home recent simulation results on î*f tptï"1 show how Na"
can position in a t-riilemate way Ix-tween W>j ' i'rtmjw in
POPC polar heads. A# POtH: and DMPtî polar heads stre
kienticuS. it is resisonabip to suppose tluit N'a will
penetrate DMFC ¡m\nr heads m A «imitar way. Ressjlts
shown in Table 1 arpconxistcni %vith iheNa /phospholipiii
ratio |iropose<ii:>4t-and show that íi*¡w prob.ibly fhanppf
HZ NaCl concentration increases.

The seeiind ipgion of the Utt-ral i'oict? vs vertiraJ force
cum-í shows a .-iteep jncreasi' in fncuon cix-fficient1'Figure
4>. A>stiuivn in j)«'vi<ius •«iiidit·.s.íi gn>at incrí'ctói- in frit (ion

i.VPlsríi-ïífbuïï, J înlrr>wi!>.,ubjt -í,<f>/urí* FfHm.. IS^Ï.
r>'»i'<i".t.H.-J.. Jsofîi?, M: lKuk<-r, \V 8«<Aww»A<-m ií.«rwij¡

Figure 7. Effect ofNaCtmDMPC molecuiepacking. Ttiecircles
represent the 0MPC polar head* anci thtj zigiag hues the
hydrorai bon chawis. Without XaCl, eittiro^tatic repulsion
aiising from the charge distríoutian of RMPT potar heads
ilecreiHes l>il»v(ir compact;»«». When Kít('í is pravciud, DMl'O
polar head cliarj^es are screened and bilayer c

7¡ TrHírítïR Xa;
i t ' j *jjji4

a. Y,!*ä*Ht<M.,r,.S!!ä;!.>, J

may IIP due lo disorder or to the lack of cohesion find
packing of the sample,''8""' The topographie iirM£e# in
Figure 4show thai, in this ,s<>coiid regio«, defects orbnetüw
are induced en the, DMPC bilayer because, of tho vertical
force applied by t he tip. AS a conM'<iuer¡ce, we believe that
the lo*,= of structure in the bilayer is rpxpnnsibl«» for t ho
ïîti-ep friction increase and that in this region there is a
mechanical transition «f the tip fn.nl! the bilayer .surface
to the. mic;» surface. At thft end of this transition, the third
region begins. A1* highlighted previously, the friction
coefficient of the third repon of the lateral force, vs vfrticïiî
force curves is very similar to that obtained fur bare mica,
so we propose, relating it to a hard-wall contact Ixîtwer-n
the mica and the tsp. This means t bat, in (his third region,
the vortical force applied by the t i j i is ennuf;h to remove
the DMIT bihiyer from the surface of the. mica.

Interestingly, the vertical force range of the first and
second region» of the Literal force vw vertical force curves
varié« greatly wi th NaCl concentrat inn. This can be
explained with the model shown in Picure 7. As DM PC
(Xiiar ho,ids are í·wítterittme, they show separation of
charg** though they are nsnttial overali. When the.»- is
n<> electrolyte in solution. 1)M!*C mdividoal mok'cuiesdo
not pncN as erficiently as posíAU» due to electrosfitic
rt'|>ulsi<in between polar head,-! (Figure Ti. This leads to
iess cohesion in Mayers when Natll concentration is low.
This is ihawn in Figure 4, in which the end of the lateral
tow v,s vertical toro* curves in the first region shifts to
higher vertical forées when NaCl concentration increases.
A greater distanct» Ix'twiN1?! miíU-rolcs impliex lowt-r
cohesive enej'gy and a more fluent structure. In addition,
low-NaCI-concentraliom biUiyers show defects that lend
to disappear or not to grow white vertical force increase«.
This can be explained by assuming t hat DMPC molecules
restructure to n-placft the- molecules removed by the Up
during friction experiments (Figure 8ai. Xo hilayer
breakage is not iced to| jo^raph ically tn-raujsp th<* structure
is fluid enough for the molecules to rearrange under the
piessure exerted by the tip, i'dlinj! the hales created aft« r
tip scanning. When NaCi concentration increases, iuns
scree« the charge1 of the polar heads, letting DMPC
molffuifis pack in a tighter structure and leading to more
rigid biSayeri unable to restructure, for this reason, defect
concentration ta lower and layer br<ak.-ägß in noticed
(Figure Sc,d), A recent study proved that the self-diffusion
of a phritiphorboiine-terroinaled jihosjihuiipid decieaxe.s
with incrv>«sin«r ionic concent« at ion,' 'which corroborates
the decrease in self-healing capacity shown in this study.

>£*! Kim, II 1. fir iu[x-, M Ojete. O ; K. mi, T, ïtníi'ki.Mm. S ; If*,

i5T Kim. H t ; K. ¡ß., T ; I.,-.. ß , l', rry, fi.Loi>gn-utr I»fl7 IS, ï 112
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Figure 8, Mechanical interaction between the tip and thp
D1ÍPC bilayer during friction experiments in a liquid environ-
ment. (a1' In ¡MFC «.at« or at low Nad coufisitration, DMJ*C
molecule» mtructurp due to th'ïir high mobility when tKp
bilayer >,<• ruptured by the tip sa friction experiment«. '!>' At
high NaCI i finmitrai »HI, bil<i>cr compact nés? andit» rwi.stAnti!
to b<'i»íí punctured by llie tip iricii>,js,p.

Mßaiuretneiit.-* jierlbnned at O0."> M uni-- .,i ítan-iitiui]
concentrat ¡on. at \vluch Shi* bilayer is *>ufl enough îo have
deíH'U ¡nui han) enough to show bíl·ivor breaks when
imagini topographically. The model presented ¡nth te study
to explain tho inerea!*p,a rnpchanic.il #to1>¡hty of DMl'C-
biiayprs with N;i('l wa* recently point«»«! out by l'andit^t
rti /' who pio\i-(i th'ii tht^ bin<linj; uf Na" í>n<l Cl" to rt
ph<i.íj)hí¡íiiíyíchiiímt- miMnliran«1 It-ads' to a inore compact
hUHvcr *tructure. Thc<<" <]at;i were supj>ort<-d «'xpra'imra •
tally an<i wish JV1D AÎmuKîlkm-<. -jhovvinf; that not only the

bulrilbn the hydrocarbon tínís pack ra A lighti-r
a« N'a(ïi concentration incrfcdk«*. Aiunt; thfese

iines. lirtekmann í>t ai.'" proved through Ml) simulations
that thi-ri" i* a strong interaction hvtwwn sodium tons

fort!«- ¡ncK'Mseti <m-rfi:inic*tl.-tiib¡i¡t.v ofplMxphocholiin"
biîaycr* in ÍÍ!<> pn-M-iw of tori«:.

L Kx
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Conclusion

DM 1 T-siippurted planar bilayt-rx wer*- p«»|>rir<x1 «n mica
in aqueous cnvironmcnts ranging from MillW^ water to
0.1 MNaCS. LFMwa^ xw«] t.. obtain DM1« biliiyer lateral
for«» vs vortical forci» wpn'KoniHlwní, vvhik» lopoírraphic
¡fixages ft M o obtained £ímultan<!uui>|y. Threi« if »jame« w «?r<>
fiiurif! in lateral for«1 v« vertical forer- gMpM: íïr.·íl, a
rs'gioti of pxttvini-ly low fricuon that was related u>
t-k'Ctroxtatie repulsion bf-tween !h<; tip and OMJtî poí.ir
hi-ads, seo nui, I hi' n-spunst- t i f l l iH ü¡> while bn'«kiiiîî tb*-
DMPn bilnyi-r, ami, third, the hiird-w.tll contact between
tho lip and thf' .«urfa«» of tlw- midi beneath the bilayi-t.
At lo\v N;it!3 wiiiix-ntrations, tlx1 BMFC bilavcr ix easily
punctured and the lip contact« the mica at iow vertical
loads. As Nat'l cnriccntrntion incrcosips, higher vertical
fom'S ato no«f(>r! to punoturo th« bilayer xind Un-n- i.-i -A
transit ¡ixi ix-tvnHîn the iovv-fricuon rr-gimeand th<; cnntact
\viih rait-a. This trun&Uion was det'-ctfd íopo^raphicaliv
and rclatod l/> tli<- ruptiii« of thi- DJ1FC Mlaji-r.''" N:rtii
tr!ii<isfaí><í the compactí«--»!! ofOMPC hílaytír-. ÑVlji'i» N;¡Oí
concentration w !ow. chars'! hppuration ¡n DMff poäar
heads it adí to rofiulMflin bftwoi-n. molecuíex and to parity
punctured hiLivers. Whon XaCl cunwntrírtiotj iiicr<':iB<>,->,
charges an» scroened by Ka " and CI ions!, loading to moro
«Hnpact bJlayt-rs that an» diil'icuit to punctur«.
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5.4.4 Nanomechanical Properties of Supported Lipid Bilayers

studies by Force Spectroscopy

S. Garcia-Manyes, G. Oncins, F. Sanz

CREE EC and Department of Physical Chemistry, Chemistry Faculty, University of Barcelona,

Martí i Franques 1-11, 08028, Barcelona Spain

Proceedings ofSPIE.- The International Society for Optical Engineering

(2007), 6413 (Smart Materials IV), 64130E/1-64J30E/11

5.4.4.1 Summary

This work is a summary of the results presented in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and

5.4.3 concerning phospholipid bilayers structure, nanomechanics and deposition

process.
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